Human motion analysis and understanding has been, and is still, the focus of attention of many disciplines which is considered an obvious indicator of the wide and massive importance of the subject. The purpose of this article is to shed some light on this very important subject, so it can be a good insight for a novice computer vision researcher in this field by providing him/her with a wealth of knowledge about the subject covering many directions. There are two main contributions of this article. The first one investigates various aspects of some disciplines (e.g., arts, philosophy, psychology, and neuroscience) that are interested in the subject and review some of their contributions stressing on those that can be useful for computer vision researchers. Moreover, many examples are illustrated to indicate the benefits of integrating concepts and results among different disciplines. The second contribution is concerned with the subject from the computer vision aspect where we discuss the following issues. First, we explore many demanding and promising applications to reveal the wide and massive importance of the field. Second, we list various types of sensors that may be used for acquiring various data. Third, we review different taxonomies used for classifying motions. Fourth, we review various processes involved in motion analysis. Fifth, we exhibit how different surveys are structured. Sixth, we examine many of the most cited and recent reviews in the field that have been published during the past two decades to reveal various approaches used for implementing different stages of the problem and refer to various algorithms and their suitability for different situations. Moreover, we provide a long list of public datasets indicating both the importance of having those datasets available to the researchers and the importance of including their ground truth data. In addition, we also discuss briefly some important examples of these datasets. Finally, we provide a general discussion of the subject from the aspect of computer vision.
Many famous artists portrayed human motion in a convincing realistic way. For example, Leonardo da Vinci's (1452 -1519) lust for human motion understanding appeared very clearly when he stated in his sketch books "it is indispensable for a painter, to become totally familiar with the anatomy of nerves, bones, muscles, and sinews, such that he understands for their various motions and stresses, which sinews or which muscle causes a particular motion" [102] . Da Vinci showed in his sketch books, beside very detailed models of human anatomy, impressive level of detail in modeling human shape and motion as he also contained detailed studies about kinematic trees (known today as kinematic chains) of human motion [102] . Michelangelo (1475 -1564) expressed his connection to showing motion in his artworks by stating "How wrong are those simpletons, of whom the world is full, who look more at... color than at the figures which show spirit and movement." [156] . Edgar Degas (1834 -1917), a French artist who is especially identified by depicting dancers in more than the half of his works, stated "People call me the painter of dancers, but I really wish to capture movement itself." [157] . Ernst Ludwig Kirchner (1880 -1938), a famous German Expressionist Painter, was very fond of depicting human figures with a sense of motion. He wrote, "Why didn't those worthy gentlemen [other painters] paint real life? Because it moves, that's why. They neither see it nor understand it. And then I thought --why shouldn't I try? And so I did." "I drew in the streets and squares, in taverns, in the circus, in cafes. Anywhere I could see people in motion". He also said about Rembrandt van Rijn, an earlier famous Dutch painter, "First of all I needed to invent a technique of grasping everything while it was in motion, and it was Rembrandt's drawings...that showed me how" [154] . Étienne-Jules Marey (1830 -1904), a French scientist and chronophotographer who was interested in animals and human locomotion, published a book about motion studies where data had been collected by various instruments, and used his photographs for the purpose of illustration and analysis. He invented special cameras allowing for recording several phases of motion in one photograph [102] , see the top left of fig. 3 (the seer of this photo recalls, at once, motion energy image "MEI" and motion history image "MHI" developed by Bobick and Davis [52] ). He also captured movements of humans, by a single camera on a single plate, while wearing black suits with white strips in front of black panels, see the top right of fig. 3 . A similar technique is used by video-game designers to translate the natural movements of human actors into virtual computer graphics characters [103] . Eadweard J. Muybridge (1830 Muybridge ( -1904 , an English American photographer, who was interested in studying motion based on multiple images, set up a series of cameras for recording fast motion of a horse when galloping and trotting in order to settle a debate about whether a horse may have all of its hooves off the ground simultaneously or not. He also studied motion of other animals and humans, and published his book, animal locomotion, which contain over than 100,000 photographs in 1887 [103] . The work of Muybridge and Marey inspired many artists such as the futurists, but the Italian Futurist art movement, which came as a response to the rapidly developing technologies, aimed to depict continuous movements rather than the images of sequential sharp phases of motion that Muybridge and Marey had mastered [103, 154] . Muybridge and Marey pioneered cinematography where capturing of motion in movies became very accessible [102] . In present, some consider the use of 3D motion capture technology to obtain the trajectories of human movements is a way to show the beauty of the nature of our movement [111] . It is obvious that the simplest way to represent motion in a painting or a photograph is to choose the right moment to paint or shoot, but of course, painters have the advantage of incorporating many different moments in one image but they need keen eyes to observe well [103] . Cutting [104] discussed how artists, photographers and scientists represent motion in a static image or a piece of artwork. He categorized their representations of motions into five different types, which are: 1-dynamic balance and broken symmetry (e.g., see fig. 1d ), 2-multiple stroboscopic images (e.g., see the top photos of fig. 3 ), 3-plasticity, affine shear and forward lean (i.e., a moving object is depicted as leaning into its direction of movement; that works for even inanimate objects such as a car or a train), 4-motion blur (e.g., taking a photo while the object is moving), and 5-action lines, zip ribbons and vectors (i.e., the depiction of motion direction is appeared through an array of lines or a zip ribbon attached to the object). Motion can also be represented in a series of static images to indicate events in longer time periods (e.g., some ancient Chinese handscrolls, motion-picture-like quality of the gāmi at-tawārīH [110] , Donald Duck comics, etc). Computer visualization researchers may use NPR (Non-Photorealistic Rendering) techniques to convey change in the volumetric data over time. For example, Alark et al. [105] proposed new techniques inspired by the fifth category of Cutting's categorization, mentioned earlier, to convey change over time more effectively in a time-varying dataset. He used techniques based on speed lines, flow ribbons, opacity modulation and strobe silhouettes. He also claimed that his work is valuable to domain experts, who would prefer to watch temporal summaries of time-varying data instead of watching hours of animations/surveillance videos which may have no interesting activities. Cavanagh [106] deemed that artists may be of great help in understanding visual perception and recognizing everyday activities and scenes.
In this subsection, a brief review has been presented about how motion, in general, and human motion, in particular, has grasped the attention of mankind along his history through various depictions whether before recorded history when he was interested in hunting animals or practicing ritual cults, or in ancient civilizations where depictions of religious beliefs, battles, kings and rulers in idealized features and poses, social life and different activities of human and animals took place. It also has been shown how human motion grasped the attention of many famous artists and photographers, and how they developed techniques and invented devises for representing motion in their artworks, trying to analyze and understand it or unveiling hidden beauties of our motion. In the end, a brief explanation has been introduced about how motion is represented in visual arts and sciences, and how theses representations can be of great help for different researchers such as computer visualization researchers, psychologists, neuroscientists, etc.
2-2 Philosophy
Many Philosophers have questioned about human and animal motion, amongst them was Aristotle (384 BC -322 BC), the ancient Greek philosopher, who wrote a book [112] on the gait of animals where he discussed parts that are useful to animals and humans for movement in place (locomotion). He discussed things like why each part is as it is, and what differences between parts both in one and the same creature, and made comparison of the parts between creatures of different species. He investigated what fewest points of motion are necessary for animal and human progression, why sanguineous animals have four terminals not more but bloodless animals have more than four, why, in general, some animals are footless, others bipeds, others quadrupeds, and why all have an even number of feet, if they have feet at all, why progression depends on even number of points, why do quadrupeds move their legs crisscross, and why some animals move with the whole body at once, e.g., jumping animals, and others move one part first and then the other, e.g., walking animals. He also discussed why man and birds are bipeds, why they have an opposite curvature of the legs, why man bends his arms and legs in opposite directions when moving, and why man is the only erect walking animal while young children cannot walk erectly. Aristotle, in his quest for answers to these inquiries and many other inquiries that are not listed here, said that we must assume that the originals of movements in place are thrusts and pulls, and it is only accidentally that what is carried by another is moved. He also said that the boundaries by which living beings are naturally determined must be taken into consideration; these boundaries are superior and inferior, before and after, right and left. As Aristotle was not just a philosopher, he was also a polymath, he used, for example, his knowledge of Pythagorean theory to explain why the leg at rest must bend at its knee when man is moving, and thus, he integrated his knowledge in mathematics to answer some of his philosophical questions. He also stated in one of his experiments that "if a man were to walk parallel to a wall in sunshine, the line described by the shadow of his head would be not straight but zigzag becoming lower as he bends, and higher when he stands and lifts himself up", this saying was reinforced by Johansson in one of his MLD experiments [121] when he displayed typical motion paths of seven parts (shoulder, elbow, hip, wrist, knee, left and right ankles) representing a walking person, see fig. 5 . Fig. 5 Typical motion paths of seven parts of a human body when walking [121] In another direction, several philosophers, especially phenomenologists, claim that we understand actions of others through an internal act that recaptures the sense of their acting [126] . Recently, collaboration between neuroscientists and philosophers has led to integrate phenomenological descriptions with physiological descriptions of human action.
On the other hand, philosophy has also benefited other disciplines towards recognition and understanding of human activities and behaviors. For example, in the 1980s, early artificial intelligence researchers had adopted the term "ontology" from the field of philosophy to enable the modeling of knowledge about some domain, real or imagined. They recognized the applicability of the term from the mathematical logic and argued that it could be used to build computational models that enable certain kinds of automated reasoning. In fact, some researchers consider computational ontology as a kind of applied philosophy [95] . Let us, first, take a fast look at the meaning of ontology in philosophy, and then explain its meaning in the context of computer and information sciences, and finally discuss its use in computer vision for recognizing human activities. Ontology as a branch of philosophy is defined as the science of "what is" that concerns with the study of the nature and relations of being, or the kinds of things that have existence, or reality. Traditionally, it is considered as a synonym or a major branch of "metaphysics", a term used by early Aristotle's students to refer to what Aristotle himself called "first philosophy". Sometimes, the definition of ontology is extended to refer to the study of what might exist [97] . In computer and information sciences, an ontology refers to a set of representational primitives that are used to model a domain of knowledge. These representational primitives are typically classes, attributes and relationships [95] . Gruber [96] defined ontology as an explicit specification of a conceptualization and presented a preliminary set of criteria to design and evaluate ontologies for the purpose of supporting knowledge sharing and interoperability. The five criteria principles are: clarity, coherence, extendibility, minimal encoding bias, and minimal ontological commitment. In computer vision, ontologies serve as centralized representations of activity definitions for modeling and recognizing human activities. Thus, they standardize activity definitions, facilitate portability to specific scenarios, enable interoperability of different systems, and allow reusing and comparison of system performance. In a word, we can say that an ontology of a human activity describes objects, environment, interactions between them, and the events sequence. Several researchers have designed ontologies for specific scenarios in visual surveillance, and as a result, the video Event Challenge Workshop was held in 2003 to unite these efforts and to build a common knowledge base of domain ontologies. As a consequence of this workshop, six domain ontologies were defined for visual surveillance: 1-perimeter and internal security, 2-bank monitoring, 3-store monitoring, 4-metro monitoring, 5-railroad crossing surveillance, and 6-airport-tarmac security. The workshop led also to the development of two formal languages: VERL (Video Event Representation Language), and VEML (Video Event Markup Language). The first one provides representations of complex events in terms of simpler subevents, and the second one is used to annotate VERL events in videos [94] .
In conclusion, we can say that philosophy has contributed to the field of human motion analysis and understanding, and that there are mutual collaborations between philosophy and other disciplines to further the advances in the field.
2-3 Psychology
It may be interesting to know how we develop our perceptual ability to acquire information or knowledge about different kinds of actions or objects. In the past, there was a debate among psychologists about whether this ability is innate or whether it emerges after birth as a result of specific experiences. This debate was known as nature-nurture controversy. But there is an important factor that is not directly addressed by either of these two views which is biological maturation, since for example, our vision system lacks maturity at birth. Therefore, there are three key points that should be considered carefully to understand the perceptual development, which are: physical maturation, the role of experience and learning, and the innate sensitivity to acquire information [113] .
Gestalt principles of perceptual organization [118, 119] that account for the visual perception of spatial configuration may help to tackle many problems faced by computer vision researchers. Some classical and new principles of perceptual grouping [115, 116] , a very important kind of organizational phenomenon are mentioned here briefly as follows:
• Proximity (nearby elements are grouped together),
• Similarity (elements that look the same are grouped together, e.g., same color or size or orientation),
• Common Fate (elements that move in the same way are grouped together),
• Good Continuity (straight or smoothly changed contours perceived as the same object),
• Closure (an incomplete object is perceived as a whole),
• Symmetry (interpretation of objects as symmetrical or simple forms),
• Generalized Common Fate (elements that become darker or brighter simultaneously (same luminance change), even if they have different luminance, are grouped together), • Synchrony (elements that change simultaneously are grouped together, whatever the changes are in the same direction or not), synchrony is considered as an even more general form of common fate, • Common Region (elements that lie within the same bounded area are grouped together, e.g., spots on a leopard skin are perceived as elements on the surface of a single object "the leopard"), • Element Connectedness (distinct elements that share a common border are grouped together, e.g., bristles, metal band, and handle, all constitute a single object known as a "paint brush"),
• Uniform Connectedness (an image is initially partitioned by the visual system into a set of mutually exclusive connected regions having uniform or smoothly changing properties, such as luminance, color, texture, motion, and depth). Fig. 6 Illustrations of some gestalt grouping and figure-ground principles (adapted mainly from [115, 117] ).
Another important kind of perceptual organization is figure-ground organization [115, 117] . Regions of the image that are characterized by convexity, symmetry, small area, or enclosure (being surrounded) are more likely to be perceived as figures than contiguous regions that are concave, asymmetric, larger in area, or surrounding. These properties are called classic image-based configure principles of figure-ground organization; others may call them classical geometric configural properties. New image-based configure principles of figure-ground organization include:
• Lower Region (The lower of two regions divided by a horizontal border is more likely to be perceived as the figure than the upper region), • Top-Bottom Polarity (regions that are wider at the bottom and narrower at the top are more likely to be perceived as figures than regions that are wider at the top and narrower at the bottom), • Extermal Edges and Gradient Cuts (when shading and texture gradients are used to depict a self-occluding edge "an extremal edge" along one side of a border but not the other, the side with an extremal edge gradient is almost invariably perceived as being closer to the observer than the opposite side of the edge), • Edge Region Grouping (if figure-ground organization is determined by an edge grouped to the region on one side more strongly than that on the other, then any grouping factor capable of relating an edge to a region is also considered as a figure-ground factor), • Spatial Frequency (a region filled with a high spatial frequency pattern is more likely to be perceived as the figure than a contiguous region filled with a low spatial frequency pattern). Other non-image-based influences on figure-ground perception include: 1-Past Experience, 2-Attention, 3-Direct Reports (regions that portrayed portions of familiar objects were more likely to be perceived as figures when they were upright than when they were inverted), 4-Indirect measures (such as response time). Shape description is closely tied to figure-ground organization because it is common to perceive the edge between two contiguous regions as a boundary for only one of them, which is the figure that appears to have a definite shape while the ground appears shapeless near the edge it shares with the shaped figure (for a discussion of various models that are used to represent and recognize shapes such as templates, feature, Fourier, structural description, etc, refer to Pinker [124] ). Of course, figure-ground organization is also related to depth cues due to the fact of the figure being closer to the observer than the ground. In fact, some may consider figure-ground principles as a subset of depth cues. With the importance of perceptual organization principles in mind, many computer vision researchers try to engage these principles in their problemsolving. For example, Martin et al. [98] presented a database of natural images, which was segmented by human operators, to be used by computer vision researchers in evaluating segmentation algorithms and then calculated probability distributions associated with the gestalt principles of proximity, similarity of intensity, and convexity of regions in order to indicate that the segmentation process is based on ecological statistics. Shah [46] believes that employing dynamical perceptual organization would be helpful in understanding human behavior from motion imagery. This would be accomplished by extending the work on perceptual organization for single images to video sequences in order to discover relations between 2D motion and 3D motion.
It may also be of importance for computer vision researchers to know how we perceive depth biologically in order to help them in solving different problems. Humans can perceive depth through three different types of information which are kinematic information, binocular information, and static-monocular information [113] . Kinematic information is acquired whenever the perceiver or the object(s) are in motion. Examples for Kinematic information cues include:
• Accretion and deletion of texture (it happens when one object covers another one),
• Expansion or contraction of texture elements, optical expansion, (it happens when an object moves away from or close to the perceiver), • Motion parallax (it happens when nearby objects appear moving more quickly than distant objects). Binocular information can be acquired through moving our two eyes to place the image of an object on our fovea, the region with best acuity, or after binocular disparity calculation that uses the available information at the retinal level. Static monocular information is available under static conditions and do not require both eyes of the perceiver, this class of information is also called pictorial cues because many of them were described by Leonardo da Vinci for portraying depth in paintings. These cues include:
• Texture Gradients (assuming that texture on the same surface are equal in size, then parts of the surface with larger texture elements are closer to the perceiver than those parts with smaller texture element), • Linear Perspective (e.g., parallel sides of a road appear to converge in the distance), • Shading, • Interposition (also called "overlap", it may happen when an object occlude part of another object),
• Relative Size (It may happen when objects of the same size decrease in size with distance), • Familiar Size (objects with familiar sizes to the perceiver provide a cue about their distances from him).
Gibson theory about invariance in visual perception, which states invariants of the energy flux at the receptors of an organism are the basis of the organism's perception of the environment and correspond to the permanent properties of the environment, have pushed many psychologists to seek help from mathematics discipline about using the term invariance, which is rooted in mathematics, in perception. Cutting [120] discussed four assumptions that underlie the application of the term to perception and assessed their validity. The first assumption is that mathematics is an appropriate language for describing perception, this assumption is based on two ideas: the world is best described in some form of mathematics, and that the human mind is attuned to that description since it is attuned to the spatial layout of the world. The second assumption is that mathematical truths are transportable into perception without change in meaning, and hence assessing whether the term invariance means the same thing in mathematics as it has come to mean in perception must be validated carefully and that acquires more background about the term usage in mathematics. The third assumption is that mathematical imports are useful in explaining perception, for that to be happen, overgeneralization should be avoided. The fourth assumption is perceptual invariants are absolute as in mathematics, Cutting believed that this assumption to be false.
Perception of human actions depends upon multiple sources of information including sensory, motoric and affective processes [114] . Psychological studies indicate, without any doubt, the significant role of low-level motion processing (bottom-up approach) in perceiving human motion but there are also other studies that show the influence of high-level processing (top-down approach) in supporting the perception of human motion. In addition, several psychological studies indicate the important roles of both form and motion in the perception of human action. Inspired by these psychological studies, Chen and Fan [99] designed a computational framework to guide human motion segmentation by combining the visual perception processes of bottom-up (feed forward) and top-down (feedback). They claimed that their model can deal with cluttered scenes and can also decide when to stop the cascaded merging processes in the bottom-up layers. Concerning with motoric processes, it is important to note that our keen ability to perceive actions of other people is, in part, due to the massive experience that we have accumulated over our lifetime in planning and executing different kinds of actions, and thus, sensory representations used during action perception overlaps with motor representations used in planning and executing actions. Several psychophysical studies support the above idea by confirming the following: 1-action perception and action production share common representations so that an observer's own activities influences the observer's perception of the activities of other people, 2-Observers demonstrate maximum sensitivity to actions most familiar to them and reduced sensitivity to the actions unfamiliar to them, 3-Patients with congenital and disease-related disorders have their perceptive mechanisms and/or motor behavior affected. In summary, one's own actions affect his/her perception of actions produced by others. Many other psychophysical studies have also shown that a wide range of socially relevant characteristics can be deduced from highly degraded depictions of human actions such as a performer's identity, dancing ability, angry walker, openness, social dominance, vulnerability to attack, and ability to deceive, and thus, an expectation about the influence of social processes in action perception is a reasonable one.
Psychologists used many techniques for studying the robustness of perception of human motion. One of these techniques was devised by Johansson [121] where he represented the motion of a human body by a few bright spots describing the motion of the main joints; this technique is known as Moving Light Displays (MLD) or point light animation of biological motion (simply PL animation), see fig. 7 . He found that 10-12 of these elements, in adequate motion combinations, are sufficient to evoke us with the impression of human walking, running, etc. By using the same technique, subsequent studies have shown that even the sex and the identity of the walking person can be identified [122, 123] . Many variations have been applied to this technique [114] , such as, using it to recognize facial expressions, applying noise dots that are more in number than the dots marking the person, blurring the dots, etc, and it has been found that the perception of human motion is still remarkably robust. It has also been found that points marking the wrists and ankles are of great importance when recognizing the walking direction and those points marking elbows, knees, shoulder and hips are significant for the perception of human motion when noise exists. It has been shown also that points marking the joints are more compelling for the perception of human motion than those placed on the limbs. But perception of human motion failed when inverting the PL animations or when they are viewed under dim light conditions. Other techniques are also successfully used for testing the perception of human motion such as connecting the points in MLD with visible line segments to create stick figures or by using motion capture systems, key frames, etc. Fig. 7 A contour of a walking person and corresponding bright dots configuration [121] In this subsection, we have introduced a brief hint about perceptual development in humans to acquire the external world. Then, we have discussed a number of principles described by gestalt psychologists to account for the perception of spatial configuration. Next, different kinds of information through which humans can perceive depth were explained. Then, a theory by Gibson about invariance in human perception was introduced, indicating how psychologists may use the term invariance from its mathematical origin and apply it in perception. Moreover, we have presented brief hints about sensory, motoric and affective processes involved in human perception. Finally, we have briefly shown some techniques that are used to test the perception ability robustness of human motion. (Note: throughout this subsection, we have provided some examples to indicate the integration of results between psychology and computer vision).
2-4 Neuroscience
Several neurophysiological studies have found that there are some neurons in the superior temporal sulcus (STS) that respond selectively to human activities, or in other words, to human forms and motions, these findings have been confirmed by other experiments in brain imaging such as positron emission tomography (PET) and functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) [114, 127] . The STS is able to integrate form and motion information because it represents a point of convergence for the ventral (what) and dorsal (where) visual streams that are responsible for processing form and motion information, respectively. Many other studies indicate that the STS plays a fundamental role in the perceptual analysis of social and emotional cues and it may even be used to determine the social significance of an action [114] . Other remarkable neurophysiological studies discovered another category of visually activated neurons that are called "mirror neurons" which fires when an animal acts and when it observes another individual executing the same act, these neurons seem to generalize over varying executions of the same action. Mirror neurons were first discovered in macaque monkeys in an area of the brain called F5, and have later been also found in the inferior parietal lobule [126, 128, 114] . Neurophysiological (Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation "TMS", Magnetoencephalogram "MEG", and Electroencephalogram "EEG"), and brain-imaging (PET and fMRI) experiments provided strong evidence that a mirror neuron system exists also in humans [128, 130] . Many experiments show that the properties of the mirror neuron system in humans indicate the existence of a mechanism that may underlie a variety of functions such as action understanding and imitation [126, 128] , intention understanding and empathy (vicarious experiencing of the feelings, thoughts, or attitudes of another) [129] .
Several neurophysiological models have been developed for the recognition of objects and/or their movements. For example, Giese and Poggio [127] developed a feedforward hierarchical neurophysiological model, where form and motion information are analyzed in parallel, to account for many experimental findings in biological movement recognition. The model uses learned prototypical patterns that are stored in specific neurons in the ventral and dorsal pathways of the visual system for the learning of biological movements. Unfortunately, the model lacks, among other things as declared by the authors, top-down attentional influences on the recognition of biological movement especially in visual clutter and noisy scenes.
Marr [138, 139] , one of the most influencing neuroscientists, integrated his insight and knowledge from mathematics, neurophysiology, and psychology into computer vision and image understanding. He emphasized in his work that a general theory in vision and behavior sciences would not be complete if one turns a blind eye to the mathematical rigor for the sake of specific findings. Thus, he introduced the concept of computational theory in the visual perception (It is worth noting here, that he considered the invariance perception theory of Gibson, discussed in the previous subsection, as the nearest attempt to what he called the computational theory). Moreover, he stressed on that seeking help from computational vision to explain some phenomena in human vision would be rather helpful, and vice versa. In his quest for understanding perceptual information processing, he proposed in his book [135] that an information system must include three different levels. The top level concerns with the computational theory involved, which describes what is done (the mapping from the input to the output) and why (the constraints of this mapping that solves the problem). The middle level concerns with the appropriate input and output representations and the algorithm used for transforming the input to the output. In other words, the middle level describes how the mapping is done. The last level concerns with the physical implementation of the system. Another interesting idea, which Marr described also in his book [135] , is a representational framework for deriving shape information in visual processing. His three stages of vision for object recognition are: 1-primal sketch of the visual scene (which detects image intensity changes and identify primitives such as blobs, edges, boundaries, etc), 2-2.5D sketch (is intended to groups pixels into a coherent representation of an object's boundary and represent the orientation and rough depth of the visible surfaces as well as discontinuities, it uses shape-from-x methods to recover the lost dimension, where x stands for visual cues, such as stereo, motion, shading, texture, etc), and 3-3D model which describes shapes and their spatial organization in an object centered coordinate. Marr constructed, with others, representational models of static and moving 3D objects, which have natural or canonical axes based on a shape's elongation (e.g., humans), for the purpose of recognition [136, 137] . He also introduced with Hildreth a laplacian of gaussian edge detector that performs pretty well compared to other detectors like Sobel, Prewitt, etc [45] . Although Marr's theory about object recognition is one of many other things that have not survived but his influential work has shaped a new way for studying human and computer vision, making a lasting impact on vision research. In recognition to his inspirational work, one of the most prestigious honors for a computer vision researcher is named after him, the Marr Prize, which is given by the committee of the IEEE International Conference on Computer Vision (ICCV) that is ever considered with the IEEE Conference on Computer Vision and Pattern Recognition (CVPR) as the top conferences in computer vision.
Another example of how usefulness is the integration of results among different disciplines (here, we mean mathematics, neurophysiology, and psychophysiology disciplines) that can benefit towards the understanding of human motion is shown in Marcelja [131] where he argued that the representation of an image in the visual cortex corresponds closely to the Gabor theory [132] of analyzing signals. He pointed out that the visual cortex representation of an image must involve both spatial and spatial frequency variables due to the measured receptive field profiles of the simple cortical cells and their spatial frequency tuning characteristics. He also showed that the curves of these two properties (measured receptive fields and measured spatial frequency tuning characteristics) conform in a consistent manner with the Gabor representation where an arbitrary function is expanded in terms of symmetrical and antisymmetrical elementary signals. He said that although many mathematical explanations may provide descriptions of the cortical cells responses in both spatial and spatial frequency domains but the Gabor scheme has the advantage of dealing with the subsequent problem of pattern recognition because of its optimal localization properties in both spatial and frequency domain. Daugman [133] generalized the application of Gabor's one-dimensional scheme to 2D spatial vision by introducing an optimal 2D filter family that is later referred as 2D Gabor filters by Jones and Palmer [134] where an evaluation of the 2D Gabor filters model of the visual cortex is well established. Gabor filters have been used in many applications such as texture representation and segmentation, feature extraction, edge detection, target detection, stereo disparity estimation, retina identification, image representation, etc.
In this subsection, we have referred to the significance of STS in perceiving human activities and the perceptual analysis of social and emotional cues. Next, we have pointed to the importance of mirror neurons in understanding and imitating actions, intention understanding and empathy. Then, a neurophysiological model for recognizing human motion was mentioned. In the end, two examples were given to illustrate the benefits of integrating results among different disciplines such as mathematics, neurophysiology, and psychophysiology.
2-5 Summary
Although, this article is, of course, not the first one that indicate the interdisciplinarity of the field of human motion understanding, but it approaches the point from a new perspective stressing on the following issues:
• Several disciplines have different interests in human motion analysis and understanding, we have briefly viewed few of them, but there are still many other disciplines with other different interests, such as, kinesiology or biomechanics (where modeling of the human body is the primary goal in order to study, explain, and improve its mechanical functions), computer graphics (where synthesis of human motion is essential for developing realistic models of human body in order to be used in applications such as video games, movies, etc), choreography (design and representation of human movements in dancing, ballet, gymnastics, underwater dancing, theater, show choir, fashion show, marching bands, martial arts show, beatings in movies, etc. Labanotation is one of the notation systems that is used for representing human movements in choreography [Badler and Smoliar [62] discuss notation systems and representations of the human body and its movement indicating how Labanotation could be used to animate a realistic human body on a graphics display]), etc.
• Integrating results among different disciplines leads to enriching these disciplines with helpful ideas and methods, provides a better understanding and leads to more advances in the field.
• Indicating some contributions that can be of importance to computer vision researchers.
3-Human Motion Analysis, Recognition and Understanding in Computer Vision
The ultimate goal of computer vision is to understand the scene correctly through various steps of acquiring, processing, analyzing and understanding different kinds of information obtained by different kinds of sensors. Human motion analysis and understanding is one of the very hottest topics within computer vision. We will focus here on vision-based human motion analysis.
In this section, we will review some of the very potential and demanding applications concerning human motion analysis and understating in computer vision. Then, we list various types of sensors that may be used for data acquisition. Next, we list various processes in different levels that are involved in human motion analysis. Then, we review different taxonomies used for classifying motions and for structuring different surveys. Finally, we spot many of the most cited and recent surveys in this area that are published in the past two decades to reveal various approaches used for implementing different stages of the problem and to review various algorithms and their suitability for different situations. The surveys are listed in a chronological order to reveal the progress of the field.
3-1 Applications
Human motion analysis and understanding has gained much interest and research in computer vision due to the wide range of demanding and promising applications. A brief review of some of these applications in different domains is listed as follows:
• Smart or Automated Surveillance: as the attention of a good, competent, and dedicated vigilant person decreases after 20 minutes into unacceptable levels due to boring and hypnotizing nature of monitoring video scenes [63] , and with the growing numbers of cameras covering vast areas, the human operator becomes more costly and unreliable (e.g., a survey of CCTV (Closed Circuit Television) systems in one London borough revealed that over 75% of the institutions that apply the CCTV system had no dedicated monitoring staff [64] ). Thus, the need for automated surveillance systems turns to be very urging. Some applications of smart surveillance are: suspicious behaviors [65] and unlikely events [66] detections; understanding and describing human behaviors in dynamic scenarios (e.g., monitoring activities over a complex area using a distributed network of active video sensors [67] ); access control in special areas such as military bases and important governmental units where the system should automatically obtain biometric features of the visitor and then decide whether the visitor can be cleared for entry; person-specific identification at a distance which can help the police in chasing and catching suspects by placing surveillance cameras in locations where suspects may appear such as subway stations and casinos; safety monitoring: e.g., detecting drowning in swimming pools [68] ; consumer demographics in shopping malls; crowd statistics [69, 70] and pedestrian congestion in public areas such as stores and travel sites, security applications in places such as banks [71] , department stores, office buildings, parking lots, shopping centers, public transportation [72] , borders, and homes.
• Behavioral Biometrics: recognizing humans based on their behavioral cues (e.g., human gait [73, 74] , length, facial features, etc) does not require subject cooperation or intervention in their activities.
• Human-Computer Interaction: enables the user to control and command, e.g., gesture driven control, eye gaze tracking [75] , speech recognition, sign language translation and understanding, signaling in high noise environments such as factories and airports, perceptual user interfaces [76] that allows a computer user to interact with the computer without having to use the normal keyboard and mouse by giving the computer the capability of interpreting the user's movements or voice commands.
• Virtual Reality: where the user is able to interact with a computer-simulated environment, e.g., training of military soldiers, firefighters and rescue squads by learning in simulated environments. Virtual reality has also many applications in game and entertainment industries.
• Smart Environments: where extracting and maintaining awareness of a wide range of events and human activities take place, e.g., monitoring interactions of participants in a meeting room [77] .
• Games Industry: several games use the gesture-based interactive technology where motion capture is employed to enable interaction between a player and a game through non-intrusive body movements. For example, the famous Microsoft Kinect Xbox [78, 79] .
• Entertainment Industry: precise motion-capturing is used in Sci-Fi movies to replace actors with animation characters (digital avatars) [80] .
• Video Annotation, Indexing, and Retrieval: as the number of videos increases rapidly due to the magnificent progress in capturing and recording technologies, accompanied by decreasing costs of cameras and storing media, the need to annotate and index various kinds of videos including personal videos, sports videos, news broadcasting, movies, surveillance videos, etc, becomes very insisting to save time and labor in retrieving them in a more easy, fast and convenient way, e.g., acquiring a certain highlight in a soccer game [81] or in news broadcasting. A review of recently developed information retrieval techniques can be found in [82] .
• Physical Therapy: e.g., non-intrusive capturing of normal and pathological human movement [83] , diagnosis of orthopedic patients, etc.
• Sports Motion Analysis: analyzing different sports such as the soccer sport [84] where verification of the following issues may be addressed such as referee decision, tactics analysis, automatic highlight identification, video annotation and browsing, content based video compression, automatic play summarization, advertisement insertion, player and team statistic evaluations, etc.
• Human motion analysis and synthesis: acquiring accurate movements of athletes, dancers, fighters, etc, for performance analysis, evaluation and enhancement and for training purposes.
• Robotics Learning by Imitation: e.g., robots may be used to provide daily social services such as setting up or cleaning dinner tables. Bandera et al. [85] provide a survey on vision-based architectures for robot learning by imitation.
• Assisted Living or Proactive Services: assisting disabled people, elderly people, children as well as normal people, e.g., fall detection systems [86] that monitor the person's movements and call the corresponding emergency center if it detects a falling person. Chaaraoui et al. [87] provide a review on human behavior analysis for ambient-assisted Living.
• Intelligent Driver Assistance Systems: where the assisting process must be very efficient and in real time, e.g., monitoring driver awareness [88] , sleep detection, airbag system control, predicting driver turn intent [89] , pedestrian detection [90] , etc.
• Autonomous Mental Development [91] : this includes studying how the human brain develops its mental capabilities through examining autonomous real-time interactions with its environments using its own sensors and effectors, e.g., study the cognitive learning process of young children [92] .
• Video Compression: e.g., using model-based coding allows very low bit-rate compression [93] . These applications vary in their requirements (e.g., human modeling, real time processing, video resolution, controlled or uncotrolled environmets, active or passive sensing, types and number of sensors, performance robustness and accuracy, etc) to achieve human motion analysis and recognition.
3-2 Types of Sensors Used for Data Acquisition
As the main goal of computer vision is to derive information from the observed scene, several types of sensors can be used for data acquisition such as: still cameras, video cameras, night-vision cameras, markers on the human body, special body suits and gloves, laser rangefinder (used to determine the distance to an object by applying a laser beam, it may operate on technologies such as time of flight), light detection and ranging "LiDAR" (is a remote sensing technology that measures distance by sending pulses of laser light that strike and reflect from the object surface, it could be used in robotics in order to percieve the surrounding environment), structured light (calculates the depth and surface information of the objects in the scene by projecting a known pattern of pixel, e.g., grids, and measure the deformation), sound navigation and ranging "Sonar" (which uses sound propagation to detect objects), radio-frequency identification "RFID" (used to transfer data, for the purposes of automatically identifying and tracking tags attached to objects), radiometers, millimeter wave radar, microwave radar, synthetic aperture radar, tomographic motion detection, x-ray sensors (can give us a complete image of a whole human body without any occlusions), inertial measurement units (electronic devices that measure object's velocity, orientation, and gravitational forces, using a combination of accelerometers and gyroscopes, sometimes also magnetometers), fiber optic sensors (used to measure strain which can, in turn, be used to recognize body postures), pressure-sensitive foam sensors (to measure respiration rate), etc.
Sensors can be classified into two categories based on power supply requirement: active sensors and passive sensors. Active Sensors require power supply (i.e. they provide their own energy source) and are placed on the human subject or in his surroundings. These sensors transmit and receive generated signals. They are suitable for applications in well controlled environments. Laser rangefinder is an example of active sensors. Passive Sensors do not require power supply. They deal with natural signal sources such as visual light, require no wearable devices, and only detect the transmitted energy. They are useful for surveillance applications but they can be used for all applications. Optical cameras are examples of passive sensing.
3-3 Motion Taxonomies
Understanding human motion requires its classification into various levels of abstractions or details. Different taxonomies that categorize motions into different levels already exist in the literature; however, some terms (such as action, activity, simple action, complex action, etc) have different meanings in different taxonomies. Here, we will review some of these taxonomies as follows:
Nagel [47] classified motion into five levels: change, event, verb, episode, and history, where a change refers to a discernable motion in a sequence, an event is a change that is considered as a primitive of a more complex description, a verb describes some activity, an episode describes a complex motion that may be consisted of several actions, and a history which is an extended sequence of related activities. Nagel's goal was to generate conceptual descriptions of image sequences. He used this taxonomy to reflect different dimensions of the motion understanding problem.
Bobick [48] used another taxonomy: movement, activity, and action where movements are the most atomic primitives requiring no contextual or sequence knowledge to be recognized, activity refers to a sequence of movements where the only required knowledge is the statistic of the sequence, and actions are larger scale events that typically include interactions with the environment and causal relationships.
Moeslund et al. [11] used the following action hierarchy: action/motor primitives, actions and activities. Action/motor primitive is an atomic movement that can be described at the limb level such as moving a leg. Action is a sequence of action primitives that may describe a possibly cyclic whole-body movement such as running. Activity consists of a set of actions that gives an interpretation of what is being performed (may be described as an understanding of the situation) such as playing football. Thus, activities are larger scale events that typically depend on the context of the environment, objects, or interacting humans. Other surveys that use the same taxonomy are [14, 19] . Turaga et al. [16] present a very similar taxonomy to that used by Moeslund et al. [11] . They used the taxonomy of atomic or primitive actions, actions, and activities. Atomic or primitive action is the simplest of action classes. Action refers to simple motion patterns usually performed by a single person and last for a short period of time (e.g., bending, walking, etc). Activities refer to complex sequences of actions performed by several humans who could be interacting with each other in a constrained manner. Activities last for much longer durations (e.g., a gang of robbers attacking a bank). The authors added, in this taxonomy, that the boundary between action and activities is not hard and that there may be some motions that lie in this grey area, where they can neither be described as simple as an "action" nor as complex as an "activity" such as of a music conductor conducting an orchestra using his gestures. Chaquet et al. [35] followed Moeslund et al. [11] and Turaga et al. [16] in structuring their taxonomy into primitive actions, actions, and activities where action is used to fulfill a simple purpose such as walking, or kicking a ball, and activity is defined as a sequence of actions over space and time such as playing football. They also related interactions as an additional feature of activities and indicated that sometimes there is no clear distinction between action and activities.
Aggarwal and Ryoo [21] categorized human motion, depending on the complexity of the motion itself, into four categories: gestures, actions, interactions, and group activities. Gestures are elementary or atomic movements performed by a part of a human body, e.g., moving a leg. Actions are activities performed by a single person and may be composed of multiple gestures, e.g., walking. Interactions are activities that involve two or more persons and/or objects, e.g., two persons fighting each other, a man shoot another one with a gun. Group activities are activities performed by conceptual groups composed of multiple persons and/or objects, e.g., a group of persons marching, two teams playing football.
Lavee et al. [17] presented a very different taxonomy that is called "event terminology". They defined an event as "an occurrence of interest in a video sequence". Inspired by some other researchers, they used prefixes to the term "event" to describe different types of events with varying properties. They used atomic and composite prefixes to describe the composition property, pixel-based and object-based prefixes to reflect the content properties, singlethreaded and multi-threaded prefixes to reflect temporal properties, and sub and super prefixes to reflect the relation to the event of interest. They also introduced another term "event domain" to address the context issue by providing a description of the type of the target events, e.g., gestures in an interactive environment.
Cedras and Shah [1] considered that the recognition of higher level movements, like walking or running, should take into account that those movements consist of a complex and coordinated series of events. They defined motion events as significant changes or discontinuities in motion (e.g., a stop, a pause, a sudden change in direction or in speed, etc).
Motion can also be classified according to its type. For example, Kambhamettu et al. [49] developed a taxonomy for various types of objects motions based on the degree of nonrigidity of the object, see fig. 9 . A brief review of this taxonomy is described as follows:
• Rigid motion has all distances and angles unchanged.
• Quasi-rigid motion has a small deformation; a general motion is quasi-rigid if viewed in a sufficiently short interval of time.
• Articulated motion is a piecewise rigid motion. The overall motion of the object is not rigid but its constituent parts conform to the constraints of the rigid motion.
• Isometric motion is a nonrigid motion that preserves the angles between the curves on the surface and the distances along the surface.
• Conformal motion is a nonrigid motion that preserves the angles between the curves on the surface, but not the distances.
• Homothetic motion is a nonrigid motion with a uniform expansion or contraction of the surface.
• Elastic motion is a nonrigid motion that preserves some degree of continuity or smoothness.
• Fluid motion is a nonrigid motion that violates even the continuity assumption. It may involve topological variations and turbulent deformations. Fig. 9 The classification tree for various types of objects motions as defined by Kambhamettu et al.
3-4 Different Stages of the Problem
In this subsection, we will, briefly, review some classifications of various processes involved in human motion analysis and behavior understanding that are used throughout the literature.
Wang et al. [6] grouped processes involved in human motion analysis in three levels. The low level deals with human detection and contains motion segmentation and object classification processes. The intermediate level deals with human tracking. The high level deals with behavior understanding and contains action recognition and semantic description.
Aggarwal and Park [9] categorized processes involved in human activities understanding into two levels: low-level vision processes such as segmentation, tracking, pose recovery, and trajectory estimation; high-level vision processes such as body modeling and action representation.
Hu et al. [10] used a three-level hierarchy for classification of different processes according to the general framework of visual surveillance: low-level vision, intermediate-level vision, and high-level vision. The hierarchy starts with environment modeling, motion segmentation, and object classification, then continues with object tracking and ends with behavior understanding and person identification.
Turaga et al. [16] categorized processes involved in real-life activity recognition systems into three levels. At the lower levels, there are the modules of background-foreground segmentation, tracking and object detection; the main challenge of this level is to achieve robustness against errors. At the midlevel, there are action-recognition modules; the main challenge of this level is to achieve view and rate-invariant representations. At the high level, there are the reasoning engines that encode the activity semantics based on the lower level action primitives; the main challenge of this level is to achieve effective semantic representations of human activities.
Cristani et al. [25] categorized background subtraction/object segmentation and object detection into the low-level stages; while grouping object tracking and activity analysis into the high-level stages.
Shah [46] used a three-level hierarchy for automatically understanding human behavior from motion imagery. The first level deals with the extraction of relevant visual information from a video sequence. The second level represents that information in a suitable form. The third level concerns with the interpretation of the represented information for the purpose of understanding and recognizing human behavior.
Chellappa and Chowdhury [50] categorized the processes into three levels with vaguely defined boundaries: lowlevel processes such as extracting features, segmenting regions and tracking feature over a sequence of frames, intermediate-level processes such as grouping features, depth estimation, and motion and structure estimation, highlevel processes such as description of objects and scenes.
3-5 Different Taxonomies Used for Structuring Different Surveys
There are several factors that are used to classify previous work in human motion analysis and understanding, these factors include: model-based vs. non-model based, explicit vs. implicit shape modeling, model types (e.g., stick figures, volumetric models, surface models, etc), human body parts involved in motion analysis, full-body motion or body parts motion, human motion modeling, level of detail needed to understand human actions, space dimensionality (2D approaches vs. 3D approaches), sensor modality (e.g., visible light, infrared light, structured light, etc), sensor multiplicity (monocular vs. stereo), sensor placement (centralized vs. distributed), sensor mobility (mobile vs. stationary), active sensing vs. passive sensing, marker-based or marker-free systems, tracking one person or multiple persons, various motion-types assumptions (e.g., rigid, articulated, elastic, etc), functionality (initialization, tracking, pose estimation, and movement recognition), image representation (global representations, local representations), view- 
3-6 Various Approaches and Algorithms Used for Implementing Different Stages of the Problem
Many surveys have been written in the domain of human motion analysis, recognition, and understanding. Each one has its own focus and taxonomy to compare different publications. We will briefly review some of these surveys to reveal various approaches and algorithms used for implementing different stages of the problem and to review their pros, cons, and suitability for different situations. The surveys, which mainly focus on vision-based approaches, are listed in a chronological order to reveal the progress of the field as follows:
Cedras and Shah [1] provided a review of motion-based recognition approaches prior to 1995, where they first discussed two theories about the interpretation of motion: one of them indicates that motion information is used to reconstruct a 3D structure of the moving object and then uses the structure for recognizing the motion (Structure From Motion "SFM"); the other theory employs motion information directly to recognize a motion without structure recovery. Next, the authors identified two main steps involved in motion-based recognition. The first step deals with the extraction of motion information and its representation. They declared that the extracted information may be represented by trajectories (e.g. velocity, speed and direction, joint angels, relative motion, spatiotemporal curves), regions of interest (e.g., mesh feature [where a binarized frame is divided into a grid, and the ratios of black to white pixels in each block is calculated, then the ordered set of ratios for each frame is called the mesh feature]), and optical flow. The second step concerns with the matching of unknown inputs with constructed models (the classification/ recognition stage). Then, the authors reviewed examples of some matching and classification methods such as scalespace of trajectories, clustering techniques (often used with features that take the form of a vector), probabilistic methods, and connectionist methods (where the detection of a feature or an event triggers one or more units at higher layers and so on until one motion model at the highest level, representing the ordered sequence, can be selected). Next, they indicated that only few publications encountered in the literature have described the whole process of motion recognition (i.e., from the input sequence till object or motion recognition) and that most of the literature has only described various representations, without discussing issues like creating a database of models and indexing it for recognition or classification. The authors also discuss recognition methods involved in cyclic motion detection and recognition, lipreading, and hand gestures interpretation. In the end, they discuss tracking and recognition of human motion (e.g., walking, running), declaring that the tracking methods can distinguish between allowed and non-allowed human body configurations through constraints implied by human body (e.g., stick figure models, volumetric models) and motion modeling (e.g., joint angles [which are more formally expressed as flexion/extension, abduction/adduction and rotation angles], key frame sequence).
Aggarwal et al. [2] provided an overview of articulated and elastic motion analysis prior to 1996. They discussed approaches used for recovering the 3D structure and motion of objects in a bottom-up strategy. These approaches are classified into two categories: model-based approaches and model-free (i.e., without a priori shape models) approaches. Model-based approaches have the advantage of simplifying the correspondence problem due to incorporating the shape characteristics that result in reducing the search space. Shape models in articulated motion analysis (e.g., human body motion) are categorized into 2D stick figures and 3D volumetric models (e.g., generalized cylinders). Shape models in elastic motion analysis (e.g., deformable objects) are classified into parametric surface models and physically-based models. Parametric models representation schemes include: polynomials, generalized cylinders, spherical harmonics, splines, superquadrics, Fourier decomposition, and implicit algebraic surfaces. Physically based models include: snakes, deformable templates, deformable superquadrics, and modal models. Many of the above deformable shape models are used for modeling human body; however, Pan et al. [34] provided a recent review about deformable human body models used in motion analysis, where they surveyed various deformable modeling methods used in the past 30 years. They categorized these methods into 2D models, 3D surface models, geometric-based, physics-based, anatomy-based, and motion-based approaches.
Gavrila [3] provided a survey on human motion analysis including both hand gesture (hand motion) and whole-body motion. The author first discussed three approaches used for tracking people. These approaches are: 2D approaches with and without explicit shapes and 3D approaches. The author declared that most of the 2D and 3D approaches, till 1997, deals only with incremental pose estimation without providing ways for bootstrapping at initialization or when tracking gets lost. Next, he reviewed different action recognition techniques (e.g., detecting periodic action using spatiotemporal templates [53] , dynamic time warping "DTW", Hidden Markov Models "HMMs"). Finally, the author presented a comparison between 2D and 3D approaches explaining the applicability, design methodology, and challenges of each approach.
Aggarwal and Cai [4] discussed three major areas related to human motion analysis, which are: motion analysis of human body parts, tracking a human object from a single and multiple views, and recognizing human actions. Human action recognition approaches are categorized into: template matching and state space approaches. Template-based approaches are characterized with their lower computational cost, but they are also more sensitive to the variation of the action duration. On the other hand, state space approaches define each static posture of a human body as a state. Connections between these states represent the transitions probabilities. An action can be represented by a tour through these states. The problem of action duration variation can be treated by allowing any state to repeatedly visit itself; however, there should be a careful selection of the number of states and the dimension of the feature vector in order to avoid over-fitting or under-fitting.
Moeslund and Granum [5] provided a comprehensive survey on human motion capture using 130 papers published during the last two decades in the twentieth century with much more focus on the period (1994) (1995) (1996) (1997) (1998) (1999) (2000) . They used a taxonomy based on the system functionalities. Their taxonomy consists of four processes: initialization, tracking, pose estimation, and recognition. Initialization can be performed offline prior to the system operation or as the first stage of it. It mainly concerns with online or offline camera calibration, adaptation to scene characteristics (which is related to the appearance assumptions and the segmentation methods, e.g., background subtraction uses offline adaptation, temporal differencing uses online adaptation), and model initialization (which is concerned with the subject's model and its initial pose). Tracking is consisted of three stages: segmentation, representation of the segmented objects, and tracking over time. Figure- ground segmentation uses either temporal (e.g., subtraction and flow) or spatial information (e.g., threshold and statistics) of the image sequence. Subtraction approaches refer to subtracting the intensity or gradient values of the current image pixels from their previous values while flow approaches describe the coherent motion of pixels or features between the video frames. Thresholding approaches (e.g., chroma-keying where it can be easy to segment a subject in front of a one-color background, usually blue, wearing nonblue clothes) are suitable for controlled environments with restricted appearance assumptions, while statistical methods, which deal with the characteristics of pixels or group of pixels to extract figures from the background, are a much better choice for unconstrained applications due to their ability of adaptability. Representations of the segmented entities can be classified into: object-based representation that depends on the segmentation output (e.g., points, blobs, boxes, silhouettes) and image-based representation that is derived directly from the image (e.g., spatial, spatio-temporal, edges, features). Tracking over time is to find the object correspondences in consecutive frames. This can be eased by prediction. Kalman filter and the condensation algorithms are common methods for predictions. Pose estimation is discussed here according to how various systems apply human models (model free, indirect model use, direct model use). Model free approaches mean there is no a priori model used in the system. Indirect model use means that the model is used as a guide for the interpretation of the measured data. Direct model use means that the model is continuously updated and therefore it includes an estimate of the pose at any time. Human motion recognition can be classified into recognition by construction and direct recognition. Another distinction among recognition approaches may be based on one or more frames (i.e., static or dynamic recognition). Static recognition deals with spatial information one frame at a time by comparing prestored information with the current image to recognize postures while dynamic recognition incorporates temporal characteristics over the image sequence.
Wang et al. [6] provided a comprehensive survey on three major issues involved in a general human motion analysis system, which are human detection, tracking, and activity understanding. The survey covers the research published from 1989 to 2001 with nearly 70% of the discussed papers were published after 1996. The detection process usually involves motion segmentation and object classification. Motion segmentation approaches include: background subtraction, statistical methods (or adaptive background modeling which is characterized with its robustness against noise, illumination change, shadows, etc), temporal differencing, and optical flow. Object classification is important for tracking the required object. Approaches for object classification include shape-based approaches (e.g., blob area and dispersedness), motion-based approaches (e.g., detecting motion periodicity by using self similarity measure techniques, calculating residual flow to detect rigidity or periodicity of moving objects), combination of shape-based and motion based approaches, and combination of component based and geometric configuration constraints of the human body. Useful mathematical tools used for tracking include: Kalman filter (deals with unimodal distributions), condensation algorithm (deals with multi-modal distributions, cluttered background), and DBNs. Tracking is divided into four categories: model-based, region-based, active contour-based, and feature-based. Model-based include: stick figures (which may be obtained by median axis transform), 2D contour (which resulted from body projection to the image plane), volumetric models (such as elliptical cylinders, cones, spheres, etc). Active contour models or snakes approach dynamically updates the bounding contour of the human object (it requires a good initial fit but it reduces computational complexity compared to region-based approach. It also can deal with partial occlusion). Feature-based tracking includes feature extraction and feature matching (e.g., corner points of moving silhouettes can be selected as features and a distance measure based on positions and curvatures of points can be used for the matching stage). There is a tradeoff between feature complexity and tracking efficiency. Behavior Understanding involves both action recognition (template matching and state-space approaches) and semantic descriptions (choosing the proper motion words or short expressions to describe the behavior of moving objects). It may be viewed as a classification problem of time varying feature data (i.e., matching a test sequence with reference ones).
Buxton [7] discussed generative models used in learning and understanding dynamic scene activity. First, the author pointed to explicit and exemplar models before handling flexible generative models. Then, she indicated how some flexible generative models can be regarded as extensions of each other declaring that more capability comes at the cost of more complexity. Next, two types of generative models were studied: deformable models and graphical models, indicating their complementary nature as deformable models have been used to represent static and dynamic shape, texture and other physically observable parameters and that more general graphical models have been used to capture more abstract relationships. Point distribution model "PDM" (which is based on a set of example shapes of a given object where each shape is defined by landmark points that are corresponding to the important object features) was discussed as an example of deformable models. For graphical models, several examples were given such as Bayesian belief networks "BBN", dynamic Bayesian networks "DBN", dynamic decision networks "DDN" and HMMs. Moreover, the author referred to the use of CHMM for modeling interactions, VLHMM for interpreting gestures, and parameterized HMM for virtual reality systems. Finally, a discussion about the use of generative models in applications such as smart rooms and visual surveillance was provided.
Wang and Singh [8] provided a survey on two main areas of human dynamics analysis that are related to the biometric research. The first area concerns with the tracking of the human body as a whole and the tracking of individual human body parts such as face, head, hands, fingers. The second one concerns with modeling behavior using full body motion analysis, hand motion analysis (gesture analysis), and leg motion analysis (gait analysis).
Aggarwal and Park [9] discussed four aspects of high-level processing involved in modeling and recognition of human actions and interactions. These aspects are: human body modeling, abstraction details, human action recognition approaches, and domain knowledge involved in high-level recognition schemes. The authors classified approaches used to study articulated human motion into two categories: model-based (which use a prior shape model) and appearancebased (no shape model is used). Model-based approaches can deal more efficiently with complex motions because of its ability to integrate shape knowledge and visual input; however, they require more processing to match the model with the input image. Appearance-based approaches can be applied in more applications, but they are sensitive to noise. Human body modeling varies, according to the application, from coarse representation such as bounding box to fine representation such as 3D volumes. Recognizing human actions and interactions can be performed at different abstraction levels: gross (e.g., human body may be represented by bounding box), intermediate (e.g., human body may be represented by its major part such as head, torso, etc), and detailed level (a single body part is used to recognize the performed action). For example, the gross level may be suitable for surveillance applications whereas the detailed level is suitable for human computer interaction. The authors reviewed some examples of interactions between a human and objects (e.g., recognizing human actions, such as opening a cabinet and picking up a phone, in a static room using a system that utilizes a scene context [54] ) and between two persons (e.g., recognizing interactions such as following another person or walking together by using a statistical Bayesian system that combines both top-down and bottom-up approaches [55] ). Then, they discussed two classifications of human action recognition approaches. The first one classifies approaches into: direct recognition (i.e., recognizing human actions directly without the reconstruction of body part poses by using, e.g., periodicity information in cyclic motion to recognize walking, jumping jack, etc [56] ), recognition by reconstruction (i.e., constructing body poses before recognizing actions), and hybrid approaches. The second classification is static vs. dynamic recognition. Static recognition utilizes static representations of individual frames. Here, most approaches apply template matching for recognition. Dynamic recognition utilizes dynamic representation of the entire sequence or a part of it. Most approaches of this kind apply DTW or HMM. Finally, the authors reviewed some interpretation schemes such as the rule-based network, physical constraints, casual analysis, syntactic analysis, and finite automata methods.
Hu et al. [10] discussed different stages involved in the visual surveillance system. These stages are environment modeling, motion detection, object classification, tracking, understanding and description of behaviors, human identification, and data fusion from multiple cameras. The authors extended their previous survey [6] by elaborating more areas and discussing other related issues such as occlusion handling, fusion of 2D and 3D tracking, and remote surveillance.
Moeslund et al. [11] provided a very comprehensive survey by reviewing over 350 publications reflecting the advances in human motion capture and analysis from 2000 to 2006. They followed the taxonomy of the previous survey of Moeslund and Granum [5] . The authors indicated the role of surveillance applications to push the progress in the field especially in the areas of tracking and human action recognition. They discussed how the research has addressed novel methodologies for achieving automatic initialization, reliable tracking (e.g., tracking through occlusion) and pose estimation in natural scenes, and automatic recognition of simple human actions and behaviors. The authors also indicated that only a small body of the literature has addressed issues like complex activity recognition (such as interactions with other people), or the use of scene contextual information to interpret actions.
Yilmaz et al. [12] provided a comprehensive survey where they categorized different tracking methods based on object and motion representations, discussed representative methods in each category along with their pros and cons, and provided qualitative comparisons of these different tracking algorithms. Moreover, they discussed other important issues related to tracking such as object representation, appropriate features selection, and object detection. They first categorized object representations according to their shape and appearance. Object shape may be represented by its centroid or a set of points (which is suitable for objects occupying small image areas), primitive geometric shapes (e.g., rectangle, ellipse), contour, silhouette, an articulated shape model, or a skeletal model. Object appearance may be represented by its probability density function, which can be either parametric (such as Gaussian and a mixture of Gaussians), or nonparametric (such as histograms and Parzen windows). Other appearance representations include templates, active appearance models, and multi-view appearance models. Multi-view appearance models can be computed by subspace approaches (such as principal component analysis "PCA", Independent component analysis "ICA"), or by training classifiers (such as support vector machines "SVM" and Bayesian Networks "BNs"). Next, the authors discussed some features that are used to characterize objects such as color, edges, optical flow and texture. They categorized automatic feature selection into filter methods (e.g., PCA) and wrapper methods (e.g., adaptive boosting). The authors indicated that there are many tracking algorithms which employ a weighted combination of different features in order to make an object more discriminative from other objects in the scene and from the background. Tracking methods usually require the detection of objects either in every frame (e.g., point trackers) or when they first appear in the image sequence (e.g. geometric region or contour-based trackers). Objects can be detected by using: point detectors (e.g., Moravec's detector, Harris detector, Scale Invariant feature transform "SIFT", Affine Invariant Point detector), background subtraction (e.g., dynamic texture background), image segmentation into perceptually harmonic regions (e.g., mean shift, graph cut, active contours), and supervised learning of different views of an object (e.g., SVM, neural networks, Adaboost). Next, the authors discussed various object tracking algorithms. They categorized different trackers into point trackers, kernel trackers, and silhouette trackers. Point correspondence trackers are categorized into deterministic methods (e.g., multi-frame point correspondence tracker using a non-iterative greedy algorithm "MFT") and statistical methods (which include approaches for single object [e.g., Kalman filters and particle filters] and approaches for multiple objects [e.g., joint probability data association filter "JPDAF", multiple hypothesis tracking "MHT", probabilistic MHT "PMHT"]). Kernel trackers are categorized based on the used appearance representation into templates and density-based appearance models (e.g. mean shift, Kanade-Lucas-Tomasi tracker "KLT", layering approach), and multiview appearance models (which include subspace approaches [e.g., eigentracking] and classifier approaches [e.g., SVM]). Silhouette trackers are categorized into shape matching trackers (e.g., Hough transform, Hausdorff distance, histograms of color and edges) and contour-based trackers. Contour-based trackers, in turn, are categorized into state space models and methods that utilize direct minimization of contour energy function through using either variational or heuristic approaches. Finally, the authors discussed other issues such as occlusion handling and multiple camera tracking.
Poppe [13] discussed the characteristics of human motion analysis by studying pose estimation process in modelbased (or generative) approaches and model-free (or discriminative) approaches. For model-based approaches, the pose estimation process consists of two phases: a modeling phase and an estimation phase. The modeling phase is the construction of a likelihood function, that takes into account: the human body model (which describes both the kinematic and shape properties of the human body), image descriptors (which include silhouettes and contours, color and texture, edges, 3D reconstruction created from silhouettes, optical flow motion, and a combination of these descriptors), camera considerations (e.g., single camera or multiple cameras, data fusion or active viewpoint selection), and environment settings (e.g., indoors or outdoors, single person or multiple persons). Matching functions between the visual inputs and the generated appearance of the human models are also discussed according to the used image descriptors. The estimation phase searches for the most likely pose given the likelihood surface. Three approaches for model-based estimation are discussed, which are top-down estimation, bottom-up estimation, and a combination of these two approaches. Other issues concerns with the estimation phase such as single and multiple hypothesis tracking, 3D estimation from 2D points, motion models, and pose space dimensionality reduction are also discussed. For modelfree approaches, the pose estimation process can be accomplished through learning-based approaches (using extensive training data for learning a mapping function from image space to pose space) or example-based approaches (building a large database of exemplars and their pose descriptions, here a similarity search is performed and candidate poses are deformed or interpolated to obtain the most likely pose that match the image observation).
Krüger et al. [14] reviewed different approaches for the representation, recognition, understanding, and synthesis of actions within the computer vision, robotics and artificial intelligence communities. They first categorized the approaches used to recognize human actions into four categories: scene interpretation (activities are recognized without knowing the identity of the moving objects), full-body-based (approaches here do not use explicit human models but rather depend on 2D image projections, e.g., space-time volumes [XYT volumes], direct pattern recognition such as PCA, MEI, MHI, timed MHI "tMHI", local linear embedding "LLE", etc), body-part-based, and action primitives and grammars. Then, they reviewed representative examples in each category. Next, they discussed action learning and imitations indicating that robotics, unlike vision, concerns mainly with generative models of actions to enable imitation learning, but in cases where pure recognition is the only requirement in the context of understanding or interaction, different discriminate approaches are commonly used. They also indicated that the discovery of mirror neurons has greatly influenced many researchers in robot imitation (e.g., some researchers propose a HMM model in which movement primitives can be both recognized and generated, thus realizing the idea of mirror neurons on a humanoid robot). In the end, they reviewed many approaches used for plan or intention recognition such as rule-based systems, Bayes nets, parsing of context-free grammars, graph covering, etc.
Pantic et al. [15] indicated that in order to enable computers to understand human behavior, human computer interaction (HCI) designs must be switched from computer-centered designs towards human-centered designs. They indicated that this shift requires the design of human-like interactive functions such as understanding and imitating certain kinds of human behaviors like affective and social signals. Then, they discussed three issues required to design these function, which are: what is communicated, how the information is passed, and in which context the information is passed on. For the first requirement, they discussed five types of messages conveyed by behavioral signals, which are affective/attitudinal states, manipulators, emblems, illustrators, and regulators. For the second requirement, they discussed facial expressions, body gestures and nonlinguistic vocalizations modalities and indicated that combining multiple modalities may be useful for the realization of automatic human behavior. For the third requirement, they discussed six key aspects of the contextual information (or the so-called W5+: who is the observed user, where is the user, what is the current task of the user, when does the user perform the behavioral signals, why does the user perform these signals, and how does the user perform these signals). The authors also discussed a number of tasks involved in modeling human behavior and understanding displayed patterns of behavioral signals (e.g., sensing and analyzing human behavioral signals, context sensing, and interpretation of the human behavioral signals and context information into a description of the shown behavior). They also indicated that most of the machine learning approaches of human behavior till 2007 is neither multimodal, nor context-sensitive, nor suitable for handling longer time scales, so they urged the researchers to address these issues and treat the problem of context-constrained analysis of multimodal human behavioral signals as a one complex problem rather than a number of isolated problems. In the end, they pointed out a number of scientific and technical challenges to further the progress in the field. Scientific challenges include: handling too much information from different behavioral channels (e.g., face, body, vocal nonlinguistic signals) may be confusing, data fusion, how the grammar of human behavioral displays can be learned, building systems that can be educated through experience. Technical challenges include: automatic initialization, robustness, real time processing, developing benchmarks for comparing different approaches and evaluate the progress.
Turaga et al. [16] presented a comprehensive survey on representing, recognizing, and learning human actions and activities from video and related applications. They discussed the problems at different levels of complexity starting from atomic or primitive actions, where they briefly discussed low-level feature extraction using optical flow, point trajectories, blob and shape segmentation, and filter responses techniques. Three shape descriptors are discussed: global (the entire shape is considered), boundary (only the shape contour is considered) and skeletal descriptors. Spatiotemporal filter responses are used to classify several features, and they are more suitable for low resolution and poor quality videos than methods like optical flow. Next, the authors dealt with actions with more complex dynamics, where they categorized the used approaches into three major classes: nonparametric, volumetric and parametric approaches. Nonparametric approaches extract a set of features from each frame of the video and compare it to stored templates. Nonparametric approaches contain 2D templates and 3D models. Volumetric approaches consider a video as a 3D volume of pixel intensities and are categorized into: spatio-temporal filtering, part-based approaches, subvolume matching and tensor-based approaches. Parametric approaches deal with the temporal dynamics of motion. Examples of these approaches include HMMs and their variants (e.g., coupled HMM, mixed HMM. semi HMM), linear dynamic systems "LDS" (which are considered as continuous state-space generalizations of HMMs) and nonlinear dynamic systems (such as switching linear dynamic systems "SLDS" and jump linear systems "JLS"). Next, the authors considered complex activities, where they categorized various approaches into three categories: graphical models, syntactic approaches, and knowledge and logic-based approaches. Graphical models include DBNs, Petri nets (a mathematical tool used for describing the relations between conditions and events), propagation nets, past-now-future "PNF" network, suffix trees, etc. Syntactic approaches include grammars, attribute grammars, and stochastic grammars. Knowledge and logic-based approaches include constraint satisfaction, logic rules, and ontologies. Finally, the authors discussed invariance in human action analysis by reviewing different approaches used to deal with invariance in viewpoint, execution rate and anthropometry.
Lavee et al. [17] discussed two main components of the event understanding process (i.e., the process that translates low-level content in video sequences into high level semantic concepts). These two main components are: abstraction and event modeling. Abstraction is defined as the process of molding the data into informative units or constructs (sometimes called "primitives") to represent the abstract properties of the video sequence and to be used as input to the event modeling stage (e.g., what features to be selected). The authors indicated three types of abstraction which are: pixel-based (e.g., color, texture), object-based (e.g., bounding boxes, silhouettes), and logic-based (i.e., semantic rules and concepts). Event modeling concerns with the representation and recognition of events as they occur in the video sequence. The authors indicated three types of classifications that event modeling may be classified into: deterministic versus probabilistic, generative versus discriminative, or pattern-recognition methods versus state models versus semantic models. The authors used the third classification type to discuss event models in their survey. Examples of pattern-recognition methods include SVM, nearest neighbor, neural networks, and boosting. State modeling include finite-state machine "FSM", BNs, DBNs, HMMs and their variants (coupled HMMs "CHMMs", layered HMMs "LHMMs", multiobservation HMMs "MOHMMs", dynamic multi-level HMMs "DML-HMMs", parallel HMMs "PaHMMs", hierarchical HMMs "HHMMs", hierarchical semi parallel HMMs "HSPaHMMs", variable length Markov models "VLMMs", hidden semi-Markov models "HSMMs", coupled hidden semi-Markov models "CHSMMs", switching hidden semi-Markov models "S-HSMMs"), and conditional random fields "CRFs". The authors also discussed semantic models such as grammar models, Petri nets "PNs", constraint satisfaction and logicbased approaches. In the end, they included a comparison table of 43 publications indicating both the used abstraction scheme and the used event model, besides examples of the modeled events (e.g. walking, running, etc).
Ji and Liu [18] provided a survey on view-invariant human motion analysis with the emphasis on view-invariant pose representation and estimation, and view-invariant action representation and recognition. First, they considered human detection by briefly indicating some conventional approaches used in motion segmentation (background subtraction, temporal differencing, and optical flow) and object classification (shape-based classifier, motion-based classifier, and a hybrid classifier utilizing both of them). Next, they categorized view-invariant pose representation and estimation into three categories, which are: 3D model-based, model-free, and example-based. 3D model-based approaches represent both human shape and kinematics geometrically in 3D and then optimize the similarity between the model projections and the input images. The authors discussed these approaches considering the following points: dimensionality reduction, used estimation techniques (e.g., Kalman filter, condensation algorithm and DBNs), sub categorization into single-view and multiple-view, and applicability in constrained settings. Model-free approaches involve 3D reconstruction of both human shape and motion directly from a visual hull (also known as shape from silhouette "SFS") without a prior model. Example-based approaches store a database of human motion figures and then a similarity measure (e.g., parameter-sensitive hashing, chamfer distance, enhanced pyramid match kernel algorithm "PMK") is conducted between candidate examples and the input video frame to estimate the pose. The authors also reviewed three methods based on normalization where the view-point is removed by transforming all observations into a canonical coordinate frame (e.g., projecting the video frames onto the ground plane, synthesizing a side view using perspective projection model or optical flow based structure from motion). Next, they categorized behavior understanding into two categories: action recognition and behavior description. Then, they reviewed view-invariant action representation and recognition approaches and categorized them into template-based approaches (e.g., MHVs [57] , STVs [58] , 2D spatiotemporal curvature [59] , space-time shapes [60] , geometric invariants computed from five points that lie in a plane [61] ) and state space approaches (HMMs, CRFs, Action Net) advising to use CRFs instead of HMMs to deal with view-invariant human motion analysis because of their ability of modeling dependencies between features and observations. In the end, they reviewed few approaches for behavior description (e.g., probabilistic context-free grammar "PCFG", stochastic context-free grammar "SCFG").
Poppe [19] discussed the vision-based human action recognition as a combination of feature extraction and subsequent classification of these image representations. Therefore, he first discussed global and local image representations. Global representations are acquired in a top-down fashion where a person is detected using a background subtraction technique or a tracking algorithm, and then the detected region (e.g., silhouettes) is encoded as a whole. Local representations are calculated in a bottom-up fashion where spatiotemporal interest points are detected first, then local patches around these points are calculated, and finally theses patches are combined to form a final representation. Global representations are more sensitive to viewpoint, noise and occlusion but they encode more information. Finally, the author discussed human action recognition as a classification problem where he addressed three approaches: direct classification approaches (i.e. approaches that do not explicitly model variations in time), temporal state-space models (which model action variations in time), and action detection approaches (i.e., approaches that neither model the object explicitly nor the action dynamics).
Weinland et al. [20] reviewed and categorized different approaches used in action representation, segmentation and recognition, concentrating on full-body motions, such as kicking, punching, and waving. The authors first categorized different approaches used to represent actions according to the spatial and temporal structure of actions. In the spatial domain, actions can be represented based on global image features (i.e., image model of an action, where a region of interest around the person is detected first then a dense computation of features within a grid bounded by the region of interest is performed), or parametric image features (i.e., human body features), or spatial statistical modeling (i.e., modeling the spatial distribution of local image features). In the temporal domain, actions can be represented based on global temporal features (i.e., action templates), or grammatical models, or temporal statistical models (a single characteristic key frame is used to model the appearance of an action). Next, the authors discussed different methods used for temporal segmentation of an action. They categorized theses methods into three classes, which are boundary detection, sliding windows, and grammar concatenation. Finally, the authors discussed view-independent action recognition after categorizing them into: view normalization (i.e., mapping each observation to a common canonical coordinate frame), view invariance (search for features that are independent on the class of view transformation considered), and exhaustive search (search over all possible transformations).
Aggarwal and Ryoo [21] provided a review of human activity analysis. They discussed the methodologies of recognizing simple actions and high-level activities. They classified all activity recognition methodologies into two categories: single-layered approaches and hierarchical approaches. Single-layered approaches are used to analyze single actions of a single person. These approaches are categorized into space-time approaches (which include spatiotemporal trajectories, space-time volume, and space-time features) and sequential approaches (which include exemplar-based and state-based approaches). Hierarchical approaches are used to analyze high-level activities including those performed by multiple persons. These approaches include statistical, syntactic, and description-based approaches. The authors also discussed the recognition of human-object interactions and group activities. Moreover, they compared the advantages and disadvantages of each approach.
Chen and Khalil [22] briefly discussed vision-based and sensor-based activity recognition approaches indicating a new emerging object-based approach that deals with a sensorized environment where activities are characterized by objects being used during their operation. They also briefly discussed some activity recognition algorithms (machine leaning techniques [which include both supervised and unsupervised learning techniques that primarily use probabilistic and statistical reasoning] and logical modeling reasoning). However, the main interest of their article is given to describe the general framework and the lifecycle of the ontology-based activity recognition approach where they discussed domain knowledge acquisition by deriving relevant information from interviews and questionnaires or by using information extraction and data mining from the web, domain knowledge modeling using context and activity ontologies, generating semantic descriptions through using a generic ontology editor to manually create all semantic instances and then converting collected sensor data to textual descriptions, archiving semantic descriptions in repositories for later use by services and applications, using manually developed activity ontologies as seed ontologies to allow both the recognition of activities and their growth through adding new instances, etc. The authors also provided an exemplar case study "MakeDrink" to demonstrate the ontology-based approach indicating its support to progressive activity recognition at both coarse-grained and fined-grained levels.
Yang et al. [23] argued that most tracking methods include: video input, appearance feature descriptions, context information, decision making, and model update. They referred to different feature descriptors of an object such as: gradient features (descriptors are categorized in two groups: shape-or contour-based descriptors such as chamfer matching, and statistical descriptors such as SIFT, speeded up robust features "SURF", histogram of oriented gradients "HOG", adaptive contour feature "ACF", granularity tunable gradients partition "GGP", position orientation histogram, Hough transform, Hough forest detection), color features (histogram-and SIFT-based color descriptors), texture features (Gabor wavelet, local binary patterns "LBP" descriptor [which is characterized by its tolerance against illumination changes and its simple computations] and its variants including: multi-scale block LBP, semantic LBP, Fourier LBP, local ternary patterns "LTP", and local Gabor binary pattern, Weber local descriptor), spatio-temporal features (e.g., 3D SIFT, extended SURF "ESURF", dynamical local binary pattern "DLBP"), biological features (Enhanced biologically inspired model "EBIM", attention regions "ARs") and fusion of multiple features (e.g., covariance matrix, sigma set, HOG-LBP, generic objectness measure). The authors also indicated that there is no single feature descriptor is robust enough to handle all situations. For example, the HOG descriptors fails to handle noisy edge regions, the color histogram fails when handling objects with different textures, etc. Finally, they categorized the tracking progresses into three groups: online learning methods (generative approaches and discriminative approaches "tracking by detection"), context information, and Monte Carlo Sampling, where they reviewed representative methods in each group.
Holte et al. [24] reviewed and compared multi-view approaches for human 3D pose estimation and activity recognition. They first dealt with model-based approaches aimed to extract 3D postures indicating common steps involved in these approaches. They pointed out that for each step, different approaches may have different choices. For example, some approaches may use 3D features such as reconstructed voxel data, or 2D features such as color, silhouettes. Another choice may be whether to use temporal information from previous frames (tracking-based) or the current frame only (single frame-based) in the mapping from the input space to the body model configuration space (i.e. estimating the body pose). Also, the pose initialization step may be set automatically or manually. A last choice may be between generic and specific approaches (the latter ones prove usefulness for efficiency). Next, the authors dealt with 2D and 3D approaches used for human action recognition. They referred to various shape and motion features and action representations used in different approaches (e.g., spin image, feature trees, shape histogram, 3D shape context, 3D histogram of oriented gradients (3D HOG), motion history volumes (MHVs), spatio temporal volumes (STVs), 4D action feature model (4D-AFM), 3D motion context (3D-MC), harmonic motion context (HMC), computing R transform surfaces of silhouettes and manifold learning to describe actions in a view-invariant manner, applying spherical harmonics to represent the shape histogram in a view invariant manner). They also indicated a number of methods used in the classifier/matching phase such as HMMs, SVMs, Bayesian classifiers, nearest neighbor, similarity matrix, Mahalanobis distance, Euclidean distance, Hamming distance, 2D diffusion distance, template matching, graph matching, etc. Moreover, the authors pointed out a new strategy that has been used recently by several authors to recognize actions, which is known as cross-view recognition where training is done in one view while testing is done on another completely different view (e.g., side view versus top view). In the end, they discussed some shortcomings of the multi-view camera systems (e.g., noisy foreground segmentation results in a reduced quality of the reconstructed shape from silhouette, self-occlusion problem may lead to merging body parts) and the pros and cons of using sensors like ToF range cameras to acquire 3D data (e.g., low cost, issues like the correspondence problem and careful cameras placement and calibrations are avoided, limited range of about 6-7 meters, capturing only 3D data of frontal surfaces).
Cristani et al. [25] analyzed a new perspective of human behavior analysis that brings in concepts and principles from the social, affective, and psychological literature, and that is called Social Signal Processing (SSP). The authors discussed, first, the use of SSP in different stages of a typical video surveillance system indicating its importance in both the dynamic phase of a tracker and the activity analysis stage. Then, they introduced a short review about classical activity analysis indicating that the use of spatio-temporal features instead of trajectories is gaining more popularity due to their finer analysis of individual human behavior and their robustness to noise, small camera motion, and lighting changes. They used two taxonomies in their short review. The first one categorizes different approaches by considering three aspects which are: degree of environmental supervision, level of detail of interaction, and number of subjects. The second taxonomy considers the type of methodologies being used for classifying them into three categories: graphical or generative models (which include Markov models, Bayesian networks, dynamic Bayesian networks (mostly HMM), generic Bayesian models, nonparametric models, etc), discriminative approaches (e.g., SVM, latent SVM, relevant SVM, SVM with different kinds of kernels, neural networks), syntactical approaches (e.g., grammars). Next, the authors provided three examples of problems that encode social events and are encountered very frequently in video surveillance, which are: definition of a threatening behavior, modeling of groups, and modeling of interactions in outdoor scenarios. They indicated that employing SSP in these problems would be apparently fruitful. Then, they discussed various behavioral cues that represent heterogeneous and multimodal aspects of a social interplay. These cues are categorized into five categories: physical appearance (e.g., attraction, height, somatotype), body postures and gestures, facial expression and gazing, vocal characteristics (prosody, linguistic and non linguistic vocalization, silence, turn taking patterns), and space and environment (interpersonal distances, spatial arrangements of interactants). They indicated that most SSP approaches deal with highly constrained environments where massive and pervasive sensors are installed such as smart rooms, while their use in smart surveillance is still in its infancy level. They also discussed crowd behavior analysis considering three main applications which are density estimation of the crowd, tracking some individuals in the crowd, and crowd behavior understanding. They also pointed out that crowds can be modeled using social force or correlation topic models. In the end, they indicated that combining sociological notions with computer vision algorithms may lead to novel applications such as design of public spaces and learning spaces.
Smeulders et al. [26] provided a recent survey about application independent trackers where they have evaluated the performance of nineteen single object trackers using the 315 video clips of the ALOV++ dataset focusing on the accuracy and the robustness of the these trackers. The videos contain diverse situations such as occlusion, illumination changes, moving camera, zooming camera, clutter, low contrast, severe changes of object shape, nearby similar objects, and other more aspects of tracking circumstances. The selected trackers came from different origins to cover a wide range of paradigms. Half of the trackers were chosen from well-cited publications in the period from 1999 to 2006, and the other half were published in major conferences in recent years. These trackers are: Normalized Cross-Correlation "NCC", Lucas-Kanade Tracker "KLT", Kalman Appearance Tracker "KAT", Fragments-based Robust Tracking "FRT", Mean Shift Tracker "MST", Locally Orderless Tracker "LOT", Incremental Visual Tracker "IVT", Tracking on the Affine Group "TAG", Tracking by Sampling Trackers "TST", Tracking by Monte Carlo sampling "TMC", Adaptive Coupled-layer Tracker "ACT", L1-minimization Tracker "L1T", L1 Tracker with Occlusion detection "L1O", Foreground-Background Tracker "FBT", Hough-Based Tracker "HBT", Super Pixel tracking "SPT", Multiple Instance Learning Tracking "MIT", Tracking, Learning and Detection "TLD", STRuck: Structured output tracking with kernels "STR". All of these trackers belong to the class of online trackers where a target is selected by bounding a box around it in the first frame. No pre-training data were used (i.e. the tracked target is unknown). The authors demonstrated that the above trackers can be evaluated objectively by using survival curves, Kaplan Meier statistics and Grubbs outlier testing.
Before we conclude this subsection, we want to point out the importance of background modeling in human motion detection; we therefore refer to some good references about this issue as follows:
Toyama et al. [27] provided a list of ten canonical problems to which an ideal background modeling system should be able to solve. These canonical problems are: moved background object, gradual illumination change, sudden illumination change, waving trees, camouflage effect, bootstrapping, foreground aperture, a foreground object becomes motionless, an object starts motion, and shadows. Next, the authors developed the wallflower algorithm, a three-level system (pixel level, region level, and frame level), for adaptive background modeling. Then, they provided a comparison between ten different background modeling algorithms, including their two systems, using scenarios that typify the first seven problems. These algorithms are: adjacent frame differencing, mean and threshold, mean and covariance (Pfinder approach) [30] , mixture of Gaussians [31] , normalized block correlation, temporal derivative (W4) [32] , Bayesian decision, eigenbackground, linear prediction and wallflower. Finally, the authors proposed a set of five principles, upon the analysis of the experimental results, to which a background modeling algorithm should stick to. These principles are: avoiding semantic differentiation of foreground objects, proper initial segmentation, adaptation to both sudden and gradual changes in the background, defining an appropriate pixel-level stationarity criterion, and modeling changes at different spatial scales.
Piccardi [28] provided a review on seven background subtraction techniques, which are: running Gaussian average (Pfinder approach) [30] , temporal median filter, mixture of Gaussians [31] , kernel density estimation "KDE", sequential kernel density approximation "SKDA", cooccurence of image variations, and eigenbackground. Then, the author provided a comparative performance analysis of these techniques based on speed, accuracy, and memory requirements in order to enable the system designer to choose the most suitable technique for a specific application. The analysis shows that the running Gaussian average and the median filter techniques can achieve acceptable accuracy with limited memory requirements while processing a high frame rate sequence. Mixture of Gaussians and KDE provide a very good accuracy but KDE requires a large amount of memory. SKDA, which is an approximation of KDE, can almost achieve the same accuracy of KDE but requires lower memory and time complexities. Eigenbackground and cooccurence of image variations techniques, which explicitly address spatial correlation, can provide good accuracy while having reasonable time and memory complexities, but the last technique imposes a tradeoff with resolution.
Hall et al. [28] compared the target detection performances of five adaptive background differencing methods. These methods are: basic background subtraction "BBS", W4 [32] , Single Gaussian Model "SGM" (Pfinder approach) [30] , mixture of Gaussian MGM [31] , and LOTS. The performances of these methods are evaluated on the CAVIAR entry hall sequences of the PETS 2004 dataset with manually annotated ground truth data. These sequences are characterized by difficult lighting conditions in indoor scenes. The authors found that the methods LOTs and SGM produce better results than the more complex background model MGM. To conclude up this subsection, it is important to indicate that the different approaches and algorithms used to solve different stages of the problem of human motion understanding may be suitable for different situations, which means that there is no single approach or algorithm to be claimed superior to another one in all situations. Each one of them has its pros and cons. Moreover, many approaches or algorithms may be combined together to yield a better recognition results. For example, if we consider the classification of action recognition algorithms into discriminative and generative algorithms, we find that a generative model learns the joint probability distribution of all variables (i.e., observations and action classes), and thus it learns to model an action class with all of its variations. On the other hand, a discriminative model learns the conditional probability distribution, and thus it learns the differences between action classes in order to discriminate between them. A well-known comparison [33] between generative and discriminative algorithms shows that the discriminative algorithms have lower error rates when dealing with larger training sets, while generative algorithms converge to their higher asymptotic errors much faster. Moreover, generative algorithms have been found to show more flexibility when dealing with small datasets or handling partially labeled data and they are better suited for learning complex patterns, while the discriminative approaches are best suited for classification purposes. If we take HMM as an example of generative algorithms, we find that it combines together the benefits of a temporal evolution model (such as FSM) and a probabilistic model (such as BN) [17] . However, CRF, an example of discriminative algorithms, outperforms HMM for similar action recognition tasks because of their ability to choose an arbitrary dependent abstraction scheme (which may be defined as a categorization of low-level inputs into pixel-based, object-based and logic-based abstractions), and that the abstraction feature selection can consider any combinations of past and future observations [17] . Moreover, many researchers advise to use CRFs instead of HMMs to deal with viewinvariant human motion analysis because of their ability of modeling dependencies between features and observations [18] . On the other hand, CRFs take longer time for learning than HMMs do.
4-Datasets
Recording human motion datasets with specific constraints and requirements is not an easy task. Rather it is very time-consuming. Comparison of different approaches used in the field of human motion analysis and recognition is very difficult if each approach use its own dataset. Thus, the need for public human motion datasets that covers several aspects of the human action, activities and interactions in different scenarios and situations is very crucial for progressing in this field because these datasets will save time and resources and facilitate comparison of different approaches. To what degree may human observers agree on spatial (e.g., size of an individual, position of a group, etc), temporal (e.g., initial appearance and exit times of a person), and behavioral (e.g., loitering or browsing) observations is also an important factor to consider in generating ground-truth data [36] because there is no single standard technique for doing so. Thus, providing ground-truth data with the recorded datasets is even more desirable but is also more tedious to obtain. It may be very helpful in describing different datasets to include information like:
• Performed actions (e.g., number of actions; what actions are performed; are actions realistic or semi-realistic; interclass variation of the performed actions; are the actions performed in different styles; are the actions performed in multiple views or in a single one; number of performers and variations among them considering age, gender, height and weight; does the performer appear alone in the scene; whether trained performers are involved; whether full-body is involved in the action or just some body parts; is there interaction; is occlusion encountered, etc).
• Environments Constraints (e.g., controlled or uncontrolled, static or dynamic background, indoor or outdoor, lighting conditions, weather conditions, etc).
• Types of cameras involved (e.g., visible, infrared), their number, stationary or moving, gray or color images, is there overlapping between cameras or not, etc.
• Video file characteristics (e.g., video resolution, frame rate, duration, video file extension, file size, raw or compressed data, etc).
• Whether there are any additional data (i.e., ground-truth data such as segmented silhouettes, bounding boxes, list of objects in every frame, automatic or human-made annotations, etc).
• Acknowledgment about the institution that build the dataset, original goal of the dataset, year of creation, website to download, whether downloading requires a license agreement, descriptive paper if any, etc. Recent surveys about human motion analysis, action, or activity recognition started to have a section in each one of them for discussing some of these public datasets or to make simple comparisons between them [18, 19, 20, 21, 24] . For example, Weinland et al. [20] discussed three datasets, which are KTH, IXMAS and Weizmann, and reported the action recognition rates of about 36 papers that used one or two of these action datasets. They declared that the original papers of the KTH and Weizmann datasets have recognition rates of 71.7% and 99.6%, respectively. They also showed that the highest recognition rates achieved in those 36 papers (published from 2004 to 2009) are: 91.8% (KTH dataset with the same evaluation criteria used in the original paper), 94.2% (KTH dataset with leave-one-out cross-validation), 82.8% (IXMAS dataset with 2D approaches), 98.8% (IXMAS dataset with 3D approaches), and 100% (Weizmann dataset). Another example can be seen in [24] where Holte et al. indicated a number of multi-view datasets but focused only on two datasets: IXMAS and i3DPost. They reported the action recognition rates of 18 papers (published from 2006 to 2011) that used either 2D approaches or 3D approaches evaluated on the IXMAS dataset indicating that 3D approaches are the top performing methods, especially those that are based on motion history volumes (MHVs) with highest accuracy of 98.8%, and that the best performing 2D methods is based upon motion history image features and ballistic dynamics with accuracy of 87%. The authors also reported action recognition rates of 3 papers (published in 2009,2010,2011) evaluated on the i3DPost dataset indicating again that the approach based on 3D motion information (92.19%) outperforms the other two 2D-approaches (90.88%, 90%). And thus, they concluded that using full reconstructed 3D information is superior to using 2D image data captured from multiple views but that comes on the cost of more computations. Guerra-Filho and Biswas [37] introduced a short survey about eight MOCAP "motion capture" datasets declaring original goal, number of performers, number of actions, other modalities if used such as audio, advantages and disadvantages. They also described the construction of their human motion database using a systematic controlled capture methodology, known as cognitive and parametric sampling, to obtain the structure necessary for the quantitative evaluation of several motion-based research problems. Their database is organized into five datasets: the praxicon dataset, the cross-validation dataset, the generalization dataset, the compositionality dataset, and the interaction dataset. Chaquet et al. [35] reported a total of 68 datasets that are available for human action and activity recognition (an interested reader should find this survey very helpful in choosing what dataset to use in his/her research). They categorized these datasets into three categories. The first one is assigned to heterogeneous actions, which include 28 of these datasets. They described these datasets in more details than the others, where they included for each one of them, the following information: dataset identification (e.g., the institution that built the dataset, the year of creation, the website to download, the descriptive paper if any), original goal, application domains, ground truth data (e.g., segmented silhouettes, bounding boxes, foreground masks, 3d models/volumes, action annotations, etc), context (e.g., the performed set of actions or activities, the number of actions, the interactions types if exist "person-person or person-object", the type of sceneries "indoors or outdoors", the number of actors, the number of views, camera movement, etc), example video frames, and finally a list of papers that used the dataset. For the rest of the datasets which they categorized into specific actions (e.g., detection of abandoned objects, crowd behavior, pose or gesture recognition, gait analysis, falls detection, activity of daily living "ADL", etc), or others (e.g., motion capture, infrared, etc.), they included the following information: the year of creation, the website to download, the descriptive paper if any, and the category of the dataset. The authors declare that the oldest dataset, described in their survey, has been recorded in 2001 and that 86% of these datasets were created from 2005 onwards. They also indicated that there has been an increase in recording more datasets in recent years, e.g., 9 of the 28 heterogeneous-actions datasets have been recorded in the time window from 2010 to 2012.
We list here some of the datasets that are suitable for human motion analysis as follows: KTH "Kungliga Tekniska
Many of the previous datasets were originally designed for human action, interaction or activity recognition (we will refer to these datasets as action datasets as they are generally known), others are designed for other purposes such as tracking, pose estimation, person identification, action retrieval, crowd behavior analysis, detecting abandoned objects, detecting falls, etc, but they contain sequences that are also suitable for action recognition. We will give a quick look at a sample from the above action datasets that contains semi-realistic action recognition datasets "simple datasets", more realistic and challenging action recognition datasets, interaction datasets and multi-view datasets.
• Simple Action Datasets: A good representative of this category is the Weizmann dataset, which is considered the easiest dataset mentioned here. Another example is the KTH dataset, which add more challenges such as scale variation. KTH dataset is recorded in 2004 by the Swedish Royal Institute of Technology "Kungliga Tekniska högskolan". The dataset contains six actions which are walking, jogging, running, boxing, hand waving, and hand Clapping. These actions were performed by 25 subjects in four different scenarios: outdoors, outdoors with scale variation, outdoors with different clothes, and indoors. All sequences were taken over homogeneous backgrounds with a static camera with 25fps frame rate. The sequences were downsampled to 160x120 resolution and have a length of four seconds in average. They can be downloaded from [143] where they have been stored in the AVI format using DIVX compression, but uncompressed version is also available on demand. The HMDB51 dataset, created in 2011, is collected from various sources, mostly from movies, and a small proportion from public databases such as the Prelinger archive, YouTube, and Google videos. The dataset contains 6849 clips that are divided 51 action classes in the dataset, each containing a minimum of 101 clips. The actions classes are grouped in five categories: general facial actions (e.g., smile, laugh, chew, talk), facial actions with object manipulation (e.g., smoke, eat, drink), general body movements (e.g., cartwheel, clap hands, climb, climb stairs, dive, fall on the floor, backhand flip, handstand, jump, pull up, push up, run, sit down, sit up, somersault, stand up, turn, walk, wave), body movements with object interaction (e.g., brush hair, catch, draw sword, dribble, golf, hit something, kick ball, pick, pour, push something, ride bike, ride horse, shoot ball, shoot bow, shoot gun, swing baseball bat, sword exercise, throw), body movements for human interaction: fencing, hug, kick someone, kiss, punch, shake hands, sword fight). In addition to labeling all action classes, each clip is annotated with an action label as well as a meta-label describing the property of the clip such as visible body parts, camera motion, camera viewpoint, number of people involved in the action, video quality. Download is available from [146] . Refer to [39] for more information about the dataset. The UCF101 action recognition dataset, collected from YouTube, is an extension of the UCF50 dataset. It has 13320 video sequences covering 101 action classes. The videos in each action class are grouped into 25 groups, where each group can consist of 4-7 videos. The videos from the same group may share some common features, such as similar background, similar viewpoint, etc. The action classes can be divided into five categories: body-motion only, human-object interaction, human-human interaction, playing musical instruments, and sports. The UCF101 dataset show large diversity in terms of actions, cluttered background, illumination conditions, camera motion, viewpoint, object scale, object appearance and pose, etc. The action classes for the UCF101 dataset are: apply eye makeup, apply lipstick, archery, baby crawling, balance beam, band marching, baseball pitch, basketball shooting, basketball dunk, bench press, biking, billiards shot, blow dry hair, blowing candles, body weight squats, bowling, boxing punching bag, boxing speed bag, breaststroke, brushing teeth, clean and jerk, cliff diving, cricket bowling, cricket shot, cutting in kitchen, diving, drumming, fencing, field hockey penalty, floor gymnastics, frisbee catch, front crawl, golf swing, haircut, hammer throw, hammering, handstand pushups, handstand walking, head massage, high jump, horse race, horse riding, hula hoop, ice dancing, javelin throw, juggling balls, jump rope, jumping jack, kayaking, knitting, long jump, lunges, military parade, mixing batter, mopping floor, nun chucks, parallel bars, pizza tossing, playing guitar, playing piano, playing tabla, playing violin, playing cello, playing daf, playing dhol, playing flute, playing sitar, pole vault, pommel horse, pull ups, punch, pushups, rafting, rock climbing indoor, rope climbing, rowing, salsa spins, shaving beard, shotput, skate boarding, skiing, skijet, sky diving, soccer juggling, soccer penalty, still rings, sumo wrestling, surfing, swing, table tennis shot, tai chi, tennis swing, throw discus, trampoline jumping, typing, uneven bars, volleyball spiking, walking with a dog, wall pushups, writing on board, and yo yo. Download is available from [147] . Refer to [38] for more information about the dataset. Another fast look can be given to the international series of PETS workshops that motivate many researchers in the community of computer vision to use their standard datasets and ground-truth data in order to facilitate comparison and evaluation of different algorithms in the domain of surveillance and tracking systems. While the main goal of the PETS datasets is people tracking, counting, and surveillance, not action recognition, but their sequences contain some actions such as walking, running, loitering, and attended luggage removal "theft" that are also suitable for action recognition. Also, recent PETS datasets focus more on crowd behavior analysis and event detection. Previous datasets can be downloaded from [151] , and recent ones (PETS 2013 and PETS 2009 "both are the same") that contain different crowd activities can be downloaded from [152] .
It is clear that early datasets tend to deal with semi-realistic actions performed with simple and static backgrounds such as Weizmann and KTH datasets. These datasets cover few actions, which are also performed by professionals. They also provide simple ground-truth data. On the other hand, recent datasets deal with more realistic actions, interactions and activities in more complex situations and conditions, e.g., Hollywood datasets, UCF101, HMD51, VIRAT, TV human Interaction, etc. Actions performed by directed performers were also minimized and the majority of actions were performed by the general population. Many of these datasets consider larger number of actions and various interactions in diverse scenes, encountering frequent incidental movers and background activities. Recent datasets also provide high quality ground-truth data due to the population of xml-based description languages such as ViPER-GT "Video Performance Evaluation Resource Ground Truth", which simplify the visual annotation process, e.g., rectangles denoting locations of people on screen, resulting in richer descriptions of each frame in the video sequence. In the end, we can conclude that the progress in the field of human motion analysis and understanding can be mirrored by the maturity and complexity levels of the datasets being used.
5-Discussion
The research in computer vision has started since 1960s, and its interest in recognizing and understanding human motion has emerged in the early 1980s or late 1970s. Since then, computer vision researchers, in their quest to solve this problem, have started to use various techniques and algorithms found in many disciplines, with which it shares its boundaries, e.g., artificial intelligence, image processing, signal processing, applied mathematics, statistics, geometry, neural networks, physics, neuroscience, psychophysics, biological vision, etc. However, they have faced several problems in detecting, segmenting, analyzing and recognizing different human motions from video sequences. Some of these problems are: data loss resulted from projection of a 3D scene to a 2D image, image noise (e.g., salt and pepper noise, fixed pattern noise, banding noise), dynamic or cluttered background, lighting conditions (e.g., indoor, outdoor, morning, night, etc), weather conditions (e.g., rainy, foggy, sunny, windy, etc), illumination change, light reflections, shadows, temporal textures motion (e.g., tree leaves motion, waving clothes in the air, flying birds, etc), object appearance change, object shape change, wearing excessively sloppy clothes, full or partial occlusion (whether it is an object-to-object occlusion or a scene-to-object occlusion), number of humans in the scene, articulated type of the human motion, complex motion, camera motion, distance of the object from the camera and if zooming is required or not, different viewpoints of the performed motion, data fusion from multiple cameras or different types of sensors. For actions and activities recognition, the researchers encounter extra problems such as the interclass variations between different performers (e.g., speed, pace, anthropometric variation), different execution rates of the same action by the same performer, performing the same action with slight variations (e.g., walking while carrying objects, walking on crutches or with a walking stick, walking while holding on to a walker, nordic walking, walking with a dog, etc), distinguishing between similar classes that are close in performance (e.g., walking, line walking, marching [51] ), performance similarity of different classes.
In order to overcome many of these difficulties, researchers imposed some constraints on background appearance, and/or object appearance, and/or object motion, and/or number of objects, etc. The suitability of a certain algorithm depends on the proposed constraints. Some of these constraints are: using controlled environment (e.g., indoors, markers placed on the performer), constant lighting, static background, uniform or simple background, tight clothes, disagreement between the colors of the background and the object clothes, no occlusion, no camera motion, object motion is parallel to the motion plane, moving on a flat ground plane, motion periodicity, constant speed, manual initialization of the human body pose, reducing dimensions of human body modeling, one person in the scene, known camera parameters, etc. Another way to deal with these difficulties is to introduce more information about the scene such as using multiple cameras, audio sensors, radar, ultrasonic, etc. Although, for example, using multiple cameras proves effectiveness in handling the occlusion problem, building a 3D model of the object, finding more suitable features, etc, but this, of course, adds more costs, computations, and complexities to the problem such as increasing installation costs of using more cameras, increasing processing time, calibrating cameras, searching for features in each camera image separately and then combining the information or combining the information early in order to reconstruct a 3D model, or selecting an active viewpoint to determine which camera is the most suitable for more clearer information. Moreover, fusing different types of features (e.g., color, shape, position) from different viewpoints of an object is also not an easy task. Fortunately, recent technological advances in real-time image capture, transfer, and processing have been an encouraging factor to lessen the burden of these computations and costs, and also further the research on human motion analysis through using more powerful and complex algorithms.
In the field of human motion recognition and understanding, behavior recognition may be the hardest problem to implement because the same behavior may have several different interpretations depending on many factors such as scene, task, object, and cultural contexts, attention, intention, etc.
The selection of the most discriminative features of an object is a very important issue in designing algorithms. For example, the features should not change significantly over time, be robust to transformations (e.g., translation, rotations, scaling), be robust to illumination change conditions (e.g., edges and textures are less sensitive to illumination change compared to color feature), etc. Combining multiple and complementary features is also of great importance to ensure the continuity of the algorithm. It is also better to have an algorithm that can select the appropriate features online automatically.
In the same vein, incorporating prior and contextual information is very helpful to adjust the algorithm to a particular scenario in which it is used. It is intuitive that observing scenes provide us not only with the information that our eyes capture but also with any knowledge that we may have earlier about the observed scenes. This helps us in many directions such as quickly guiding our attention to regions of interest, interpreting and understanding the scenes correctly, etc. In other words, we can say that context provide us with inference information that can help our understanding about the scene. Therefore, computer vision systems should also be able to use contextual information. Computer vision lacks a precise and common definition of the term "context"; researchers understand the term tacitly; however, we will use the definition of Strat [41] that defines it as "any and all information that may influence the way a scene is perceived". Classification of contextual information differs according to the domain of application and the goal of the computer vision system [41] . The usage of context in the field of human motion recognition and understanding is still small and mostly limited to scene and object contexts [42] . A recent study by Reddy and Shah [44] demonstrates that scene context is a very important feature to perform action recognition on very large datasets. Moreover, it shows that the proposed scene context descriptor becomes more discriminative and that the motion descriptors become less discriminative as the number of action categories increases.
The role of attention to decrease the search space or to optimize the search methodology is very vital to make computer-vision systems able to achieve the goal of human-like performance. Attention may be defined as "a set of strategies that attempts to reduce the computational cost of the search process inherent in visual perception" [43] . Tsotsos [43] indicated that he and others have shown theoretically that without attention, particularly without the use of task-directed attention to guide processing, the vision problem in the general case would be exponential complex. In literature, many assumptions or constraints imposed by researchers to ease the problem of motion recognition and understanding have led to reduce or eliminate the role of attention (e.g., fixed camera system, pre-segmentation, clean background, knowledge of the task domain), but different kinds of predictions (e.g., object location predictions) can also be seen as strategies that help to reduce the search space and hence fall within the proposed definition of attention. However, attention can play a more prominent and effective role in solving the general case of the vision problem. For example, designing multi-purpose systems, by combining together a number of single-purpose systems and using a smart switching technique to apply the most suitable system at the current situation, would not be scaled well; instead, optimizing the basic processing methods for the task at hand would be more fruitful and also simulating what the human visual system seems to do (many biological evidences indicate the effects of the attentive processing on all aspects of visual perception including motion) [43] .
The role of intention in understanding human actions and behaviors is also very significant. It has attracted many researchers in different disciplines to study it. For example, In order to know how people understand intentional action, some evolutionary theorists such as Tomasello et al. [125] have proposed a model of what intentional action is. The proposed model is based on the principles of control systems, where goal, action, and perceptual monitoring are the basic components of a system that serves to regulate human's behavioral interactions with the environment. In the proposed model, an intention is defined as a plan of action that the person chooses to achieve his goal, and thus, an intention includes both a means (action plan) as well as a goal. On other sides, we find controversial debates between neuroscientists and philosophers about conscious intention or conscious free will [140, 141] . Philosophers suggest that our conscious intentions cause our actions and that implies both mind-body causation and dualism (i.e. the intention would drive the motor areas of the brain, and thus, the body muscles to realize the action). In other words, they suggest that conscious experience causes brain activity not vice versa. On the other hand, neuroscientists claim that the subjective experience of conscious intention is no more than an illusion, and that our actions are initiated by unconscious mental processes that take place in the frontal and parietal motor areas earlier than we become aware of our intention to act. Haggard [140] defined the term "intention" as a collection of several distinct processes within the chain of information processing that translates desires and goals into behavior. An interesting fMRI experiment by Soon et al. [142] revealed that an intention can be encoded in brain activity of prefrontal and parietal cortex up to 10s before it enters awareness, and that this delay indicates the presences of a high-level control network that begins to prepare an upcoming intention long before it enters awareness. To conclude this point, we want to indicate that the role of intention should not be neglected when designing computer vision systems that are capable of understanding different human activities and behaviors.
In designing algorithms to solve the problem of human motion recognition and understanding, several factors should be considered such as: the generality of the proposed algorithm or its applicability to a specific domain or context, efficiency or real time processing requirements (e.g., it is very critical to some applications such as intelligent driver assistance systems, and it is required in applications such as assisted living, human-computer interaction, gesture-based interactive games, smart environments, visual surveillance, but it is not essential in applications like entertainment industry or sports motion analysis), robustness (which is important for continuity and can be tested through using a large amount of data, using different performers, employing dynamic environments, changing conditions, etc), accuracy or precision (high accuracy is required in sports motion analysis, movies industry, etc, but for applications such as human-computer interaction, gesture-based interactive games it may vary between medium and high).
We have mentioned earlier that using common public datasets with their ground-truth data is very helpful in comparing different algorithms, but there are also other factors that can make the comparison more useful and profound for progressing in the field such as using a common evaluation criteria (e.g., speed, performance robustness and accuracy), and a common evaluation methodology or experimental setup (e.g., using the dataset split as that of the original paper [the dataset may be divided into two or three disjoint sets: training/testing sets or training/validation/testing sets, respectively], or using the same validation technique such as leave-one-out crossvalidation). Other important factors for comparing different approaches are to tell whether the whole dataset is used or just a subset of it, and whether a part of the video is used or the whole video.
In literature, different algorithms have been developed for dealing with specific-domain applications, but the ultimate goal of computer vision researchers in the field of human motion analysis and recognition is to enable computer systems to have human-level recognition of any types of motion. So, calls for a unified framework that benefits all motion recognition tasks are growing stronger. For example, Aggarwal and Ryoo [42] suggest building such a unified framework. They believed that the main challenges for building this unified framework are: 1-constructing a set of features from which a suitable set of these features can be automatically chosen when the system handles a certain problem, the features must describe the system sufficiently, and thus, a careful extraction of the features is very important (e.g., features that handles multiple viewpoints, features from low resolution videos, features that are immune to noise and variations such as high-dimensional local spatio-temporal features, etc), 2-considering contexts, such as, social, cultural, and biological contexts, beside using scene and object contexts, 3-understanding human intention in order to understand their behavior (e.g., differentiating between real fight and martial arts sparring requires knowing the intentions of the persons engaged in the action), and that requires a formal representation of the concept to be constructed, and then model its relationship with human activities mathematically.
6-Conclusion
To make computer vision systems able to understand human activities and behaviors, the research in computer vision has changed its direction a number of times. First, the researchers understand that they have to deal with low level processing before attempting to solve high-level problems (e.g., the MIT copy-demo). Then, the influential work of Marr [135] , as was previously stated, has emphasized the role of the human visual system in analyzing and understanding human motion (i.e., the human visual system is able to recover the 3D structure of objects from their changing 2D images formed on the retina). This leads many computer vision researchers to recover 3D structures of objects in order to solve vision problems concerning with human motion representation and recognition. Thus, the popular approach was then "shape from X" that operates on recovering the lost dimension resulted from projection of the 3D scene on to the 2D image (X here may refer to motion, or texture, or shading, or stereo) [45, 46] . Then, another approach, known as "motion-based recognition", has proved its strength and effectiveness since the mid 1990s [1] . Before the year 2001, the latest computer vision systems had used more advanced techniques that are based on probabilistic models but issues like automatic initialization, robustness and recovering from failure were not addressed carefully [5] . In the early 21st century, most approaches were interested in simple action recognition [11] . In the last decade, the trend in the field has been escalating from dealing with semi-realistic actions performed with simple and static backgrounds to deal with more realistic actions, interactions and activities in more complex situations and conditions. For example, there are many algorithms that can deal with multiple persons in the scene, occlusion, view invariance, execution rate invariance, anthropometric invariance, etc. Moreover, almost all public datasets have been created in this last decade. To sum up the current progress in the field, we can say that the lower levels of data processing such as object detection and tracking have reached a reasonable degree of maturity, but for higher levels such as activity or behavior recognition, there is still much more to be done. For more progress in the field, computer vision researchers may benefit from combining different techniques together such as combining generative and discriminative approaches. They can also benefit from adopting techniques such as online learning which allow adaptability to the changing conditions of a problem. Finally, we want to indicate that both the calls for multidisciplinary projects and the calls for a unified framework that benefits all motion recognition tasks would also be of great help to achieve more advances in the field.
